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There is a place in the heart of the Realm of Shadow
where the blackness reigns supreme. An abyss, ancient
and cold – a labyrinth set far below the whispering
waters of the shadowsea. Mortals do not speak of it in
anything save the most hushed murmurs. You do not find
this place. It does not call to you with a sweet, keening
song. It simply waits, and before you even realise the
peril it has caught you in its grasp, dragging you into its
flooded depths.
Folk tales and rumours give a thousand names to this
sunken labyrinth – Shadow-flux, Deepharrow, the Grey
Cells, Falsehome. Ask the aelves, and they would name
this labyrinth Ulara’idon – Harrowdeep. It is as fitting
a title as any.
Who built this spiralling maze, filled with forgotten
secrets? What purpose lay in Harrowdeep’s echoing,
impossible halls, or conjured the shadow-magics that
suffuse its every nook and cranny? Some believe its
makers came from the moon, from the Orb Duplicita.
Who, or what, they were, the tales do not answer.
Men with the blood of shadows? Shadows that walked
like men? Perhaps it was not the moon, and they were
here all along; perhaps they never existed at all,
just one more lie obscuring a darker untruth. This is
Ulgu, after all, layers of falsehood conceal even the
simplest truth.
Yet to be trapped in Harrowdeep is not an end, but a
beginning. Even as the shadows press in, something
bids you descend further. Whatever the truth of the
labyrinth’s creation, it is possible that relics of its
makers lie in the depths – artefacts that could shift the
balance in the wars of the surface, or win you freedom
from the depths. Surrounded by the crushing pressure of
the Shadowsea, your options are few. And so you venture
down into the darkness, down towards the Nethermaze.
Down to where the light dies.

‘It follows me, the shadow – creeping through my dreams, lurking just beyond sight. Now we must plunge
into it, and hope it does not swallow us whole.’
- Calthia Xandire, Stormcast-errant

THE DARKLING ABYSS
Harrowdeep is a place out of myth, a sinister construct that even the gods cannot explain. The purpose
of its construction, and the nature of its builders, are lost to time. What remains true, however, is that
Harrowdeep hungers for souls, and excels at dragging the unwary into its maw.
The seas of the realms hide much beneath their
churning waves. Few places demonstrate this so
readily as Ulgu’s Helleflux. A natural convergence of
shadow-magic, its waters conceal all manner of truths,
from the dwellings of the reclusive Idoneth to sunken
treasure-galleons, to aquatic leviathans of unknown
provenance. Most who investigate these mysteries
meet with an ill end, vanishing without trace upon the
Helleflux’s tides. Even should these intrepid explorers
return, they are often still ignorant of the deeper,
more unsettling secrets that lurk beneath the waves.
For the most part, these are myths recounted in backalley taverns or around flickering campfires, spoken of
by wide-eyed and twitchy souls, their minds dislodged
by horrors others would rather deny.
Amongst the most infamous of these forbidden
legends is Harrowdeep. To find the ancient structure,
one must travel far below the shadowsea’s surface,
delving beneath even the shifting sands of the ocean
bed. Part winding labyrinth, part ominous pit, it
plunges down towards Ulgu’s shadowed depths in a
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coiling spiral, its lower regions flooded or obscured
by shadow-magic, and its full extent impossible to
determine. Few locations are as difficult to reach as
Harrowdeep – and few pass into it by choice.
Fragmentary legends of Harrowdeep are known
across Ulgu. Unsurprisingly, given the deceitfulness
prevalent across the Grey Realm, these myths change
with each retelling. Some details, however, are
remarkably consistent. It is known that one can only
enter Harrowdeep when the Orb Duplicita – most
darkly fabled of Ulgu’s moons, said to be home to
beings that defy mortal comprehension and have
entered a pact with the shadow god Malerion – is at
its apogee. Where the moon’s sickly un-light falls,
whispering whirlpools may form. Any body of water,
from the open ocean of the Helleflux to the swampgas shrouded bogs of the Misted Isles, can be afflicted;
should the Orb’s gaze pass through a realmgate, it can
even curse seas beyond Ulgu. Those trapped in such
whirlpools are pulled beneath the smothering waters,
to emerge in the pitch-dark halls of Harrowdeep.

‘Z

og me, dis is brilliant.’

As if to prove his point, Mannok took a few heavy steps through the water pooling
around his feet. The splashes echoed strangely along the corridors, though he
hardly noticed. Rubbing his Morkrow under the beak as it perched upon his shoulder, the
orruk cast his fellow a toothy grin. ‘An’ to fink, Torka, you said dis was a bad idea.’
The other Kruleboy’s grunt was tinny through the faceplate of his dented iron helm. Behind
them the runts let out a cackling chortle, until the hobgrot Krookgrin clipped them round
the back of their skulls. Mannok was not done, chuckling and giving his whip a crack.
‘Now, try an’ see it my way. Sure, it ain’t much at da moment, but once I round up da boyz
and bring ‘em they’ll be so impressed wiv me they’ll do whatever I say to fix it up. Some
stabba-trapz here, some f lesh-gnashas loosed into all da water there, then we just wait for
some gitz to get dragged in and let the fun–’
Mannok’s scheming came up short as he suddenly paused, turning in place. As the following
grots clattered into him and squawked terrified apologies, the greenskin’s piggish eyes
peered into the gloom. He was sure he had heard... something, down the way they had come.
Or was that the way they were going? Mannok blinked. He couldn’t remember.
‘Boss.’ Torka’s address saw Mannok glance over his shoulder, unease forgotten. Beams of
artificial light were glinting through the darkness, accompanied by the tell-tale clank of
sky-stunty gear.
Grinning, the Kruleboy waved his ladz into the shadows as the other warband approached.
The darkness soon swallowed them. Held in its inky grasp, the orruk raised his tri-pointed
spear, chuckling quietly. ‘Today keeps gettin’ better and better...’

Upon arrival into Harrowdeep’s upper chambers,
one finds slick stonework, geometrically unsound
architecture that echoes strangely, and even signs of
recent aelven habitation – nothing that immediately
marks the place out from many other dungeons
that dot the Mortal Realms. It is not long before one
descends deeper, however, and discovers that all is
not as it seems. Chilled by the drifting spray of the
Penumbral Falls – a torrent of potent shadow magic
that gushes down from the top of Harrowdeep into its
unseen depths in complete silence – wanderers begin
to navigate spiraling, claustrophobic hallways that
wind ever downwards. Smooth, featureless surfaces
seem to bar a wanderer’s path, revealing shadowed
portals only when approached from another direction,
or when glimpsed through half-closed eyes. Skulls
leer from where they are fused into the walls, while
a constant slow dripping overlaps the sloshing of
freezing black water around the feet.
As one navigates the Halls of Hidden Eyes, where
statues formed of crystallised darkness leer, and
passes through the arcane gloom of the Vaults
Mysterium, paranoia builds. Battle can erupt at any

moment, as rival warriors and warbands chance upon
one another in the shadows. Stoked by the labyrinth’s
countless tricks and illusions, that paranoia soon
extends even to allies; the closest of brotherhoods
begin to fracture, one-time allies watching one
another through narrowed eyes, forever suspicious of
knives in the back.
Yet this unease drives a secondary imperative. The
longer one remains in Harrowdeep, the more pressing
the urge to descend becomes. Legend holds that at the
lowest depths of the labyrinth there lie vaults filled
with relics woven from the very stuff of shadows.
Through these magical treasures, one could traverse
the blackness and find a way back to the surface
– and in the possession of powerful, fate-altering
artefacts. Soon the promise of this reward become an
undeniable compulsion for many, sending warbands
on a quest deeper into the shadows. With every step,
warriors become more determined to claim the secrets
at the maze’s heart and escape the all-consuming
darkness of Harrowdeep. Each is ready to fall upon
and slay any who would impede them, determined
that they and they alone will find the way out.
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SHROUDED GENESIS
The full history of Harrowdeep is lost to the dark. Even that which is ‘known’ is likely to be more falsehood
than truth, for lies are synonymous with the stuff of Ulgu. Even so, some secrets can be divined if one
searches hard enough – though the price is woefully steep.
Dominions. When Malerion mockingly bestowed
this territory upon his hated mother Morathi and her
Khainite disciples, they resolved to transform it into
the power base of their bloodthirsty cult. They did
so by raising the temple-city of Hagg Nar over one of
the region’s wellsprings of shadow magic, from which
they could control the surrounding trade straits; given
the convergence of several other Dominions nearby,
these are lucrative indeed. Even so, the Helleflux
remains perilous. If vessels should disappear without
trace, it is as easily attributed to piratical raiders or ill
tides as the curse of Harrowdeep.

The earliest legends of Harrowdeep can be traced
to Ulgu’s most ancient coastal tribes. Within their
oral myths are scattered but repeated mentions of
the ‘Deeper Darkness’ – an impossible structure that
could not be found by any who searched for it, and
that descended far beneath the seabed of Ulgu. Little
consensus exists regarding whether this labyrinth was
intended as a temple, prison, laboratory or something
else entirely. What is constant are the tales of vessels
lost under the gaze of Orb Duplicita, sucked down
into what gradually became known as Harrowdeep.
The increasing prevalence of such fables close to the
Helleflux region led many to believe that the truth
lay somewhere beneath those seas. Yet as the Age of
Chaos dawned and more immediate threats blighted
the Realm of Shadows, few would turn their back on
one danger just to seek out another.

When Harrowdeep was rediscovered, it was almost
entirely by accident. The tumultuous era of the Broken
Realms was marked by many twists of fate. Few,
however, had greater ramifications than Morathi’s
long-desired ascension to godhood. While this
apotheosis saw the Khainite cult flushed with power,
a number of its aelves regarded Morathi’s aims with

The Helleflux itself is infamous. It is situated in
the Umbral
Veil, once the least of Ulgu’s Thirteen
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Morathi's foreboding temple-city of Hagg Nar dominates the area known as the Shadrac Convergence, a tangle of
jagged coastlines and narrow, treacherous seas. Beneath the city, the vortex of the Helleflux spills shadow-magic
into the surrounding waters, which conceal many secrets, and even more ways to die.
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unease and grasped, to some degree, that the Shadow Queen sought to
replace worship of their murder god with her own glory. Not wanting
to succumb to Morathi’s bloody purges, these Daughters of Khaine
turned to a people with whom they had recently formed an alliance – the
Idoneth Deepkin.
Though they are aelven kindred, few Idoneth look upon the hot-blooded
Daughters of Khaine with anything but chill disdain. The would-be
turncoats to Morathi’s regime were fortunate, however, in coming to
the attention of Queen Kia’tan of the Morladron. Heavily censured by
High King Volturnos for the overbearing cruelty she had displayed in
the recent siege of Anvilgard, Kia’tan also chafed beneath authority, and
recognised in the Khainites masterful illusion-sorcerers. This sorcery,
alloyed with the strange magics of the deep aelves, allowed the two
wayward factions to found an enclave on the ocean bed of the Helleflux,
far from prying eyes and condemning tongues. Kia’tan did not explain
why she had chosen this location, but such was its natural arcane
potential that few cared.
Known as Urama Othal, the ‘Deepest Refuge’, this stronghold was a
place of contrasts. Idoneth coral structures stood alongside iron Khainite
altars. This cultural clash inevitably led to tension, and more than one
skirmish within its halls, but for the most part order was maintained by
a council of Hag Priests and Kia’tan’s fellow officers. The queen herself
cared little for the administration of her people’s new home. Instead, she
spent many long hours in study, consulting occult archives smuggled out
of Morladron proper. Few others realised their sanctuary lay but a few
feet above Harrowdeep.
It was not long before the aelves discovered the secret beneath their
winding streets. In the great Plaza of Dusk, a void opened without
warning, revealing the Silent Stair – a spiral path downwards that
seemed to slowly hypnotise those who travelled upon it. Descending
the first few floors, the aelves discovered chambers filled with caches
of shadeglass and rocky chrysalises that, when broken open, revealed
curiously fresh skeletons. Many clutched strange jewels that radiated a
fell energy, though not even the most accomplished mystics could divine
their purpose.
Queen Kia’tan became increasingly withdrawn, even by Idoneth
standards, though those passing outside her chambers occasionally
heard her descending into uncharacteristically fervent – and one-sided –
arguments. As reports of nightmares amongst Urama Othal’s populace
grew more intense, an expedition was organised to uncover the true
nature of their refuge.
Morathi was no fool, and it was not long before her Shadowstalker agents
were dispatched to punish the ringleaders of this breakaway faction. Yet
what they found, as they infiltrated the vaults above Harrowdeep, was
silence. The aelven enclave had been suddenly abandoned; its halls echoed
uncannily, while leaking shadow magics twisted familiar architecture
into unsettling forms. The Shadowstalkers, perhaps privy to old truths,
did not linger. Across Ulgu, however, whirlpools howled into being with
increasing regularity, dragging souls into Harrowdeep. Those entrapped
have little choice but to descend the Silent Stair accompanied by the
rushing waters of the Helleflux, feeling all the while that someone – or
something – observes their every move.

‘I was a fool. I should never have
transcribed that old harrow-rune. It is
their symbol, the lords who ruled before
man or aelf. They do not wish us to
gaze upon their works. Please. Please, I
am sorry…’
- Last scribblings of the scholar LaVenzi,
found strangled in his locked chambers

SHADOWED LEGACIES
The Katophrane Curse – a magical anomaly born of mortal desperation and godly spite – sank its claws into
forgotten underworlds throughout the realms. As the balance of power in the cosmos changed, this mystical
blight was at last banished, though its sinister ramifications continue to echo through the dark places.
It was in Shadespire that the Katophrane Curse began.
During the Age of Myth, the rulers of that metropolis,
the Katophranes, sought to preserve their souls for
eternity. Their solution was the magical material
called shadeglass. Yet Nagash, god of the dead, was
enraged by the Katophranes’ plot. He worked a grand
spell to trap Shadespire in the sub-realm of Uhl-Gysh,
its inhabitants becoming the curse’s first victims
– forever denied the peace of oblivion. Those who
entered the ruins of Shadespire were transported to
this Mirrored City, condemned to rise again after each
death, unable to escape.
Centuries later, Nagash wrought a spell intended to
snuff out all life. As the resulting Necroquake howled
across the cosmos, the Katophrane Curse rode the
wave of unchecked death magic. Through rips in
the ether it spilled into new lands, allowing those
warriors trapped by the curse to pass between these
underworlds. Harrowdeep was one such location.
However, when the Archmage Teclis struck down

Nagash he reversed the Necroquake’s power and
broke the curse. Some of those trapped in its clutches
were freed, though the horrors they had endured
would never leave them. Lesions in reality scabbed
over into shadeglass deposits, though not before
hapless warbands had stumbled through a final
time. So potent was the curse that it could not be
entirely eradicated; the death-energies that fueled the
phenomenon called the Arena Mortis, where warriors
rose to life mere moments after falling, remained a
threat. Yet for many, demise finally offered a reprieve.
Harrowdeep, however, remains perilous. Its sucking
whirlpool-maws continue to entrap unfortunate
souls, while newly-crystallised shadeglass shards have
punctured its flanks. Now, black waters infused with
shadow magic flood in with ever-greater intensity. If
anything, this damage seems to have stoked the eerie
malevolence of Harrowdeep further, and ensured that
those who are trapped within must fight for their lives
as desperately as ever.

SHADEGLASS
Shadeglass was the Katophranes’ great innovation, the means by which they intended to preserve their
immortal spirits. Within this arcane substance a soul could be eternally bound – devoid of a body, true,
but aware and protected from the Supreme Necromancer’s hunger. Given this remarkable power, it is
unsurprising that legends of shadeglass had spread across the realms and were recalled even into the Age
of Sigmar. As warriors of all allegiances were dispatched to the Mirrored City and lost, however, shadeglass
took on a more fell reputation – it was the harbinger of the Katophrane Curse, a marker of where that foul
power had taken root.
Certainly there is some connection between the curse and shadeglass, for when the former unraveled, the
tears in existence it had opened soon hardened over into raw arcane glasswork. The life-extending potential
of shadeglass remains infamous, attracting fortune seekers from far and wide to harvest it. Those that do
so tend to meet with an ill end, for all places that were marked by the Katophrane Curse remain areas of
utmost danger. Yet still mortals and immortals come, drawn in as if by some unknowable compulsion.
One could almost say that the shadeglass calls to them, not wanting the entertainment provided by those
trapped in the underworlds to end. This is to say nothing of the deposits in Harrowdeep, whose inky
surfaces swim with the impression of half-formed faces. If one strains one’s senses, those faces can almost
be heard whispering to one another in the dark...
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XANDIRE’S
TRUTHSEEKERS
Bound together through adversity, Xandire’s
Truthseekers are a band of Stormcasts-errant on a
mission from the God-King himself. When fleets
sailing out of the Ulguan port-city of Misthåvn
began to disappear with alarming regularity, Sigmar
knew he could not remain idle. Rather than send his
armies on a wild search through the dark, however,
he opted for a more subtle approach – warbands of
Thunderstrike-armoured champions who could scour
Ulgu for the elusive truth. It was perhaps fitting that
Calthia Xandire and her fellows would eventually
chance upon a cursed whirlpool, and make the
choice to plunge in and investigate the old legends of
Harrowdeep. For as long as she recalls, Xandire has
suffered night-terrors of a great smothering blackness
waiting to claim her. Now, that shadow has seemingly
made its move – but with courage, it may yet be
banished, and her dreams cleansed at last.
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Armed with the Lantern Astrala – a relic of old Azyr
capable of dissipating the thickest gloom, which can
channel the lambent magical energies of the Heavens
– Xandire leads her fellows in search of Harrowdeep’s
forgotten secrets. The darkness does not frighten
Calthia, but it does fill her with holy disdain, and no
small amount of curiosity, for of her life before her
reforging she remembers almost nothing. Perhaps, she
wonders privately, some answer may be found in the
depths of this forgotten place.
With her comes Dhoraz Giant-Fell, a gregarious
and crude former chief of Ghur who revels in each
destructive swing of his hammer. The third of their
party, Luxa Stormrider, speaks far more rarely;
alongside her aetherwing companion Taros, the
taciturn Vigilor prefers to let her proficiency with the
bow elaborate for her.

DA KUNNIN’ KREW
An especially vicious gang of Kruleboyz, da Kunnin’
Krew lives up to its (admittedly self-appointed) name.
These greenskins revel in the unfair fight and the
act of needless malice; if an opponent hasn’t been
jumped from the shadows and hamstrung, poisoned
or otherwise thoroughly maimed before death, this
band will be disappointed. Their leader, Mannok da
Kunnin’, is a member of the Beast-Breaka tribes; with
his envenomed tri-prodda and cruel whip, he can
reduce even the toughest opponents to a spasming
wreck. These victims are then rounded up by the
armoured Gitsnatcha Torka, an expert at corralling
foes with his spiked Mansnappa. The Hobgrot,
Krookgrin, is an outsider largely interested in
collecting loot for his own purposes; he has shown a
knack for keeping the grots Gikkit and Shank in line,
however, and so is allowed to tag along provided he
makes himself useful – even if this is often as bait.

Da Kunnin’ Krew did not come to Harrowdeep by
choice, but nor was their entrance entirely accidental.
While hunting a bog wyrm through the turgid
lakes of the Misted Isles, the Kruleboyz’ primary
stronghold in the Helleflux, Mannok witnessed the
beast suddenly disappear down a drain of grasping
swamp-muck. Ignoring Torka’s protests, he directed
their crude raft to investigate, only to wind up in the
darkness beneath Ulgu.
It did not take long for Mannok to realise that the
moist caverns of Harrowdeep would make a fine
setting for a Kruleboy lair – and that to settle this
place would see him become a premier boss. He now
leads his long-suffering mates to find a way out and
round up the rest of his boyz, while taking every
opportunity to stalk and ambush unwary warbands in
the meantime.
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Warhammer Underworlds is a game of strategy, fast-paced combat and devious ploys for two players. In this game,
each player takes a warband and pits them against their rivals in search of glory on the hidden battlefields of the
Mortal Realms. It is an easy game to pick up, but you’ll quickly find that it has depth to reward dedicated and
experienced players.

OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME
Your success in this game is measured in glory points, awarded for achieving objectives and vanquishing your foes. The
player with the most glory points at the end of the game wins!

TERMINOLOGY

If you come across a word in these rules and
you’re not sure what it means, you can refer to the
Glossary (pg 48-50). When a word is in bold type,
it is a keyword (pg 21).
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Da Kunnin’ Krew fighter cards
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Grand Alliance objective and power cards

TOKENS AND COUNTERS
15

8 activation tokens
(taken/un-taken)

13 guard/stagger tokens

2 gloom hex tokens
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3

2

5

4

8

7
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7
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7
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1
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1 scatter token

4

3
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1
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6 Raise tokens

4

13 move/charge tokens

24 wound counters/
generic counters

5

38 glory point tokens
(spent/unspent)

8

7

9 double-sided objective tokens

BOARDS
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Limited 2021.

Limited 2021.

All rights
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2 double sided gameboards
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BEFORE YOU PLAY
This section explains the rules you need to understand and the components you need to gather before you play a
game of Warhammer Underworlds.

WARBANDS

When you play a game of Warhammer Underworlds,
you and your opponent each choose a warband. Each
warband has its own distinct character and individual
fighters, identified by their fighter cards (see opposite)
and represented by their miniatures. You can both use
the same warband if you each have a set of the miniatures
and their fighter cards. If you are playing with one
copy of the Core Set, simply decide between you who
will use which warband. The Core Set includes two
warbands: Xandire’s Truthseekers and Da Kunnin’ Krew.
Xandire’s Truthseekers consists of four fighters: Calthia
Xandire, Dhoraz Giant-fell, Luxa Stormrider and Taros.

Da Kunnin’ Krew consists of five fighters: Mannok da
Kunnin’, Torka Tuffskul, Gikkit, Shank and Krookgrin.
There are also expansions that let you add additional
warbands to your games of Warhammer Underworlds.
Sometimes a rule refers to a warband. This means all of
the fighters in that warband and all of the cards used by
the player of that warband.
If a rule refers to a friendly fighter it means a fighter
in your warband. Each fighter in the other warband is
referred to as an enemy fighter.

XANDIRE’S TRUTHSEEKERS

Calthia Xandire

Dhoraz Giant-fell

Luxa Stormrider

Taros

DA KUNNIN’ KREW

Torka Tuffskul

Shank

Gikkit

Krookgrin

Mannok da Kunnin’

FIGHTER CARDS

A fighter’s fighter card tells you their characteristics (how fast, how tough and how well-armoured or evasive
they are), their Attack actions, and any other abilities they have.
Fighter Card

1

- Picture of your fighter’s miniature

2

- Your fighter’s name. Keywords that label a fighter
(pg 21) may also be found here.

1

- Icons showing your fighter’s trait(s) (pg 18). Some
fighters have no icons here.

2

3

4

5

- Your fighter’s Move characteristic

- Your fighter’s Wounds characteristic

7

- Your fighter’s Attack action (or actions) with Range,
Dice and Damage characteristics (pg 30). An Attack
action may have one or more keywords underneath
– these will be explained on the fighter card (see 8,
below) or later in this rulebook (pg 34).

9

10

11

11

- Additional abilities or Attack action rules may be
found here. Attack action rules that have the same
name as an Attack action on the fighter card only
apply to that Attack action. You may also find italic
text that tells you more about the fighter or the world
they inhabit – such text has no effect in the game.
- Your fighter’s Inspire condition (see overleaf). There is
no Inspire condition on the reverse of the fighter card.
Some fighters do not have an Inspire condition.

5
7

3

1 4
BROADSWORD

1

3

2

One or more friendly
fighters other than Taros
are out of action

1

Blazing Purity
Reaction: After this
fighter is dealt damage
that will take her out of
action, choose one other
friendly fighter. Heal (2)
the chosen fighter.

6

8

© GW 2021

9

Inspired Fighter Card
10

1
11

2

3
XANDIRE INSPIRED

4

2 4

4
5

- Your fighter’s warband symbol
- Your fighter’s Grand Alliance symbol

3
CALTHIA XANDIRE

4

- Your fighter’s Defence characteristic

6

8

10

BROADSWORD

1

7
© GW 2021

3

Cleave

2

1

Blazing Purity
Reaction: After this
fighter is dealt damage
that will take her out of
action, choose one other
friendly fighter. Heal (2)
the chosen fighter.

6

8

17

18

INSPIRE

When the Inspire condition on a fighter’s card is
met, that fighter will become Inspired at the next
Inspire step.
An Inspire step follows each activation step and each
power step (pg 28). In each Inspire step, starting with
the player who last took an activation, each player
Inspires each of their fighters whose Inspire condition
has been met. When a fighter becomes Inspired, flip
their fighter card over, revealing the fighter’s Inspired
characteristics and abilities.

A fighter keeps all their upgrades, tokens and counters
when they become Inspired. Once a fighter becomes
Inspired, they remain Inspired for the rest of the game,
unless un-Inspired – this will usually be as a result of
a gambit card (page 37). When a fighter is un-Inspired,
flip their fighter card over so that the Inspired side is
hidden. A fighter keeps all their upgrades, tokens and
counters when they become un-Inspired.
If an Inspired fighter would be Inspired,
nothing happens.

TRAITS
Some fighters have one or more trait icons on their fighter cards. These traits represent archetypes that may be found
across the different warbands in Warhammer Underworlds but that have consistent rules. The most common archetype
is leader, denoted with a symbol – every warband has one leader. Each trait has rules associated with it, which are
gathered here but which will make more sense when you have read this rulebook in full. A fighter can have more than
one trait, in which case the rules for each of their traits apply.
Beast – This fighter cannot be given Attack
action upgrades or bound spell upgrades, and
cannot hold objectives.
Flying – When making a Move action, this
fighter cannot be dealt damage by lethal hexes
and can move through blocked and occupied
hexes. This fighter must end its Move action in an
empty hex.

Leader – Each warband has one leader. There
are no additional rules for being a leader.
Wizard – This fighter can cast spells as
described on page 35. A wizard will also have a
number next to this symbol – this is their wizard
level characteristic.

THE DECKS
Each player uses two decks of cards to play a game of Warhammer Underworlds: an objective deck made of at least
12 objective cards, and a power deck made of at least 20 cards, which are a mix of upgrade cards and gambit cards.
The different types of cards are described over the page. You can choose which cards go into each deck, and this is an
important and strategic part of the game. You cannot look at the cards in your opponent’s decks.
For your first game, it is best for each player to use the
pre-constructed decks that are included in the Core Set.
There is an objective deck and a power deck for Xandire’s
Truthseekers and an objective deck and a power deck
for Da Kunnin’ Krew. Once you’re familiar with the
rules, you can experiment with customising your decks
using the other cards in the Core Set, allowing you to try
different strategies in your games.

This is the warband symbol for
Xandire’s Truthseekers.
This is the warband symbol for
Da Kunnin’ Krew.

CONSTRUCT YOUR DECK

Constructing your own deck is a rewarding part of Warhammer Underworlds, but it can be a bit challenging
until you’ve played a few games and are familiar with how everything works! The Core Set includes a ready-built
objective deck and power deck for each player, so you can ignore this section until you’ve played a few games.
However, very soon you’ll be seeing the potential of all the additional cards included in the Core Set, and you’ll
want to construct your own decks.
When you’re building your own decks, you must follow these restrictions:
• The power deck must include at least 20 power cards. It can include any number of additional power cards. No
more than half of the deck can be gambit cards.
• The objective deck must include at least 12 objective cards. It can include any number of additional objective
cards. It cannot include more than 6 Surge objectives (pg 42).
• Neither deck can include more than one card with the same name: each card in both of the decks must be unique.
• You can only include cards that have the same warband symbol as your fighter cards, the same Grand
Alliance symbol as your fighter cards, or the universal symbol. Some older warbands do not have a
Grand Alliance symbol on their cards. To find out which Grand Alliance these warbands belong to,
visit WarhammerUnderworlds.com.
Some competitive formats have different deck construction rules. If you plan to attend a competitive event, be
sure to check the format rules which you can find at WarhammerUnderworlds.com.
This is the symbol for universal cards, which can be included in any warband’s decks.
These are the symbols for each Grand Alliance.

Order

Chaos

Death

Destruction

19

OBJECTIVE CARDS (PG 42)
20

Objective cards reward you with glory points when you complete one or more conditions. Most objective cards
are used in the end phase at the end of each round (pg 42).
1

2

3

4

5

- Objective card symbol
- Faction symbol. If the universal symbol is shown here
then any warband can use the card. If it is a warband
symbol, only that warband can use the card. If it is
a Grand Alliance symbol, only warbands from that
Grand Alliance can use that card.
- Card name

1

3

-K
 eyword(s). Some objective cards have one or more
keywords. These objective cards have additional rules
on page 42.
- Condition(s)

2

OBJECTIVE

BANISH THE D

ARK

if:
in an end phase
Dual: Score this
e one or more
dly fighters mad
One or more frien in the preceding phase
Charge actions
to no
rs are adjacent
e of those fighte
And: One or mor
enemy fighters.
my
s,
ard
before us. Onw
‘The shadows fall
Calthia Xandire
companions.’ -

4

1

1/308

6

5
6
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-R
 eward. If you meet the conditions on the card, you
gain this number of glory points.

MULTIPLAYER VARIANTS

Some objective cards have one or more of the symbols shown below on them. These symbols are only used in
multiplayer games (pg 44); ignore them and the text next to them in a two-player game.

3

4

3
4

Multiplayer variant symbols

UPGRADE CARDS (PG 37)

Upgrade cards are used to bestow permanent improvements on your fighters. You will get a chance to play these
cards in the power step that follows each of a player’s activation steps (pg 36-37) and in the end phase at the end of
each round (pg 42).
1

2

3

4

5

6

- Upgrade card symbol

2
1

-F
 action symbol. These symbols work in the same way
as for objective cards (see above).

UPGRADE

- Card name
-K
 eyword(s). Some upgrade cards have one or more
keywords. These are used to label these cards and do
not have any inherent effect.
-E
 ffect. The effect on the upgraded fighter. This may
be a modifier to a characteristic, an Action that
the fighter can take when activated, a reaction that
you can use in certain circumstances, or many
other things.

3

VISAGE OF DES

5
6

TRUCTION

Illusion
Do not spend any
glory points whe
At the end of the
n you play this
card.
action phase, or
chosen by a gam
when this fighte
bit or is dealt dam
r is
age, break this
card.
This fighter is a
hunter.
-1 Dice from adja
cent enemy fighte
rs’ Attack actions
that target this
fighter, to a min
imum of 1.
A vision of raw
power.
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RESTRICTED:

4

-R
 estrictions. Some upgrade cards have restrictions, which can be one or more fighter names, one or more trait
symbols (such as or ) and/or one or more keywords, indicating respectively a fighter of that trait and/or a
fighter with at least one of those keywords. An upgrade card with one or more restrictions can only be given to
one of the fighters identified by those restrictions.

GAMBIT CARDS (PG 37)

Gambit cards have many uses. They are either ploys or spells. You will get a chance to play these cards in the
power step that follows each of a player’s activation steps (pg 36-37).
1

2

-G
 ambit card symbol. Spell cards have a spell symbol.
Ploy cards instead have a dagger symbol.
-F
 action symbol. These symbols work in the same way
as for objective cards (see opposite).

1
2

1

GAMBIT • SPEL

L

3

4

5

6

OY

T • PL

GAMBI

- Card name
-K
 eyword(s). Some gambit cards have one or more
keywords. These are used to label these cards and do
not have any inherent effect.
-E
 ffect. This is usually short-lived, and may let a fighter
make an additional action, push a fighter or damage a
fighter, for example.
-R
 estrictions. Some gambit cards have restrictions in
the same way as upgrade cards. A gambit card with
one or more restrictions can only be played if one
of the fighters identified by those restrictions is on
the battlefield.
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ADDITIONAL CARD RULES
KEYWORDS

Some cards have keywords on them. These words are in
bold type and are used in two ways: some of them are
used to refer to a rule found in this booklet, in which
case you can quickly find the relevant rule by checking
the Glossary (pg 48-50), and others are used to label
that card so that other cards can interact with it (e.g.
an upgrade card that has the Illusion keyword would
be affected by a gambit that affects all Illusions, and a
fighter with the Brawler keyword would be affected by a
gambit that affects all Brawlers).

‘CANNOT’

If two or more rules come into conflict, and one of them
says ‘cannot’, that rule takes precedence (e.g. if a fighter
has a rule that says they cannot be pushed, a card that
lets you push a fighter does not work on that fighter).

‘BUT MY CARD SAYS…’

Some cards allow you to do things that you wouldn’t
normally be allowed to do by the rules in this book.
Whenever a card contradicts the rules in this book,
the card takes precedence (even if the rule in this book
says ‘cannot’).

ABILITIES

Rules found on a fighter card or power card are referred
to as abilities.

21

Games of Warhammer Underworlds use a battlefield made up of one game board per player. Here you can see an
example battlefield, made of two game boards. It is divided into hexes, which are used to determine the position of
objectives and fighters, and the distances between them.
3

3
4

3
4

4

3

3

3

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
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THE BATTLEFIELD
4
4

4

3
4

4

4

3
4

4

4

- Starting hexes

4

2 - Blocked hexes

3
4

6

2

4

2

3
4

4 - Edge hexes

5

4

5 - Lethal hexes

4

6 - Cover hexes

4

- One player’s
territory

3
6

4

3 - Incomplete hexes

3
4

- Completed hexes/
No one’s territory

3
4

4
4

3
4
3

4
4

3

4

4
4

3

4
3

INCOMPLETE HEXES

The incomplete hexes at the edge of the battlefield are not
part of the battlefield and not part of the game – fighters
cannot move or be moved into them, cannot draw line
of sight through them (pg 31), nothing can be placed
(see opposite) in them, and so on. Incomplete hexes are
not hexes.

4
4

3

4
3

3

STARTING HEXES

Some of the hexes contain a white Warhammer
Underworlds symbol – these are used when placing your
fighters, and are called starting hexes.

BLOCKED HEXES

Some hexes have a thick white border. These are
blocked hexes. Fighters cannot move into or through
these hexes, or be placed in these hexes (see opposite),
and these hexes block line of sight to what is beyond
them (pg 31). If blocked hexes are adjacent to each
other, some of the grid lines will be missing to help
show that they are inaccessible.

This diagram includes two blocked hexes.

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.

LETHAL HEXES

Some hexes have a red border. These are lethal hexes.
When a fighter moves, is placed (see below), pushed
(pg 29) or driven back (pg 32) into a lethal hex the
fighter is dealt 1 damage (pg 33). A fighter that is in a
lethal hex can remain in it without being dealt further
damage from that hex, and can move out of it (or be
pushed out of it) without being dealt further damage
from that hex. If a fighter is in a hex when it becomes a
lethal hex, they are not dealt damage from that hex.
This diagram includes two lethal hexes.

COVER HEXES

Some hexes have a border made of dashes rather than
solid lines. These are cover hexes. A fighter on a cover
hex considers rolls of as successes in their defence
rolls (pg 31).

EDGE HEXES

An outermost hex on the battlefield is an edge hex in
addition to any other types (e.g. an edge hex that is a
lethal hex is both lethal and an edge hex). If a hex is not
adjacent to six hexes, it is an edge hex (remember that
incomplete hexes are not hexes).

OCCUPIED HEXES

A hex that contains a fighter is an occupied hex in
addition to any other types (e.g. a lethal hex that contains
a fighter is both lethal and occupied). A single hex cannot
contain more than one fighter.

EMPTY HEXES

If a hex is not occupied or blocked, it is an empty hex in
addition to any other types (e.g. a lethal hex that is not
occupied is both lethal and empty).

PLAYERS’ TERRITORY
A player’s territory is made up of all the hexes on their
game board. Hexes on other players’ game boards are
enemy territory. Any hexes that become completed by the
placement of game boards are no one’s territory.

PLACING FIGHTERS
AND TOKENS

When a fighter, feature token (pg 26) or scatter token (pg
39) is put onto the battlefield, it is said to be placed. It
must be positioned in a hex.

COUNTING DISTANCES

These diagrams show you what the rules mean when
they refer to distances. A fighter is always considered
to be within zero hexes of itself. When counting the
distance between two hexes, count the shortest distance
possible (which can be straight through blocked hexes).
Diagram 1: B is within one hex of A. B is one hex from
A. These hexes are adjacent.

4
1

A

B

3
2

Diagram 1

Diagram 2: B is within two hexes of A. B is two hexes
from A.
Diagram 3: B is within four hexes of A. B is four hexes
from A.

B

1

A

1

2

B
A
Diagram 2

Diagram 3
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PLAYING THE GAME
GAME SEQUENCE

A game of Warhammer Underworlds is played in the following sequence:

ROUND 1

SET UP

ACTION PHASE
END PHASE

1. REVEAL YOUR WARBANDS
2. PLACE THE BOARDS
3. PLACE FEATURE TOKENS
4. DR AW CARDS
5. PLACE THE FIGHTERS

ROUND 2

ACTION PHASE
END PHASE

ROUND 3

VICTORY

ACTION PHASE
END PHASE

1. REVEAL YOUR WARBANDS
Simultaneously, the players each reveal the warband they have chosen to use.

2. PLACE THE BOARDS

The player they pick chooses a game board from their
collection and decides which side of that game board they
will use as their territory. The other player then chooses
a game board and a side in the same way, and then places
the two game boards so that the chosen sides are face up,
and so that there are at least four hexes that are completed
by connecting the boards long edge against long edge, or
two hexes that are completed by connecting the boards
short edge against short edge.

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.

The players roll off (see opposite). The player who wins
picks a player. The player they pick will choose a game
board first. This gives that player a disadvantage when
the battlefield is set up, but the advantage when placing
feature tokens (pg 26).

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
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Once the game boards are placed, you have what is called
the battlefield. Examples of how you might set up the
battlefield are shown here.

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.

ROLL-OFFS

When the rules tell you to roll off, each player takes
any combination of four attack or defence dice and
rolls them. Then they compare the results:
• If one player rolls more symbols than their
opponent, that player has won.
• Otherwise, if one player rolls more symbols than
their opponent, that player has won.
• Otherwise, if one player rolls more symbols
than their opponent, that player has won.

DICE

The keys below show the different symbols on each
of the dice in Warhammer Underworlds. Most rules
just show the symbol itself, but each symbol also has
a name – these are useful when discussing your rolls
with your opponent.
ATTACK DICE
Critical success
Attack symbol – Smash

• If there is still no winner, start the roll-off again.
Attack symbol – Fury

RE-ROLLS

When a rule tells you to re-roll a dice, roll it again
immediately after making the relevant roll. If you
are told to re-roll a dice roll that involved multiple
dice, re-roll all of them simultaneously unless
specified otherwise. Whatever the new result is, it
replaces the old result, even if it is worse. Unless
specifically stated otherwise, you cannot re-roll a
re-rolled dice.
If you have two or more rules allowing you to re-roll
one dice, for example in an attack or defence roll,
if you roll more than one dice, you can re-roll one
dice for each of these rules. As these are separate
abilities, you can re-roll dice one at a time, though
you still cannot re-roll a re-rolled dice.

Support symbols

DEFENCE DICE
Critical success
Defence symbol – Block
Defence symbol – Dodge

Support symbols

MAGIC DICE
Critical success

Magic symbol – Channel

Magic symbol – Focus
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A game of Warhammer Underworlds uses seven feature tokens which all show a gloom hex on one side. On five of the
feature tokens, the other side has a number from 1-5, and on the other two feature tokens the other side also shows a
gloom hex.

With the gloom hex side face-up, a feature token is
referred to as a gloom hex token. With the numbered
side face-up, a feature token is referred to as an
objective token.
Sometimes a feature token is flipped during the game.
A gloom hex token flipped in this manner will become
an objective token or remain a gloom hex token,
depending on what is shown on the token. If that
token is flipped again, it becomes a gloom hex token
once more.

A hex which contains a gloom hex token is a cover hex
in addition to any other types (pg 23).

OBJECTIVE TOKEN

Objective tokens indicate important areas of the
battlefield that the warbands will fight to hold. A fighter
(and their warband) is said to hold an objective if they
are on the objective token.

3
3

Sometimes a feature token is moved during the game: it
cannot be moved into a blocked hex, a hex that contains
another feature token, a lethal hex or a cover hex.

GLOOM HEX TOKEN

3

FEATURE TOKENS

a blocked hex, a lethal hex, a cover hex or an edge hex (pg
22-23), or within two hexes of another token. If a token
cannot be placed because of the above exceptions, it can be
placed in an edge hex. Once all tokens have been placed,
leave them with the gloom hex side face up. Each player,
starting with the player that chose the first game board,
may then add one of the remaining feature tokens (the ones
with a gloom hex on both sides) to the battlefield in the
same way, with the exception that these feature tokens may
be placed within 1 hex of other feature tokens.

3

Shuffle the five numbered tokens with the gloom side face
up. Deal three to the player that chose the first game board,
and two to the other player. Each player can look at the
numbered sides of the tokens they were dealt, but should
keep these sides hidden from their opponent. The players
take it in turns to place the feature tokens on the battlefield,
starting with the player that chose the first game board.
When a player does so, they must place the token with the
gloom hex side up in any hex on the battlefield, with the
following exceptions: they cannot place it in a starting hex,

3
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3. PLACE FEATURE TOKENS

3

Feature token
(Objective token/gloom hex token)

4. DRAW CARDS
Each player shuffles their objective and power decks separately and places them face down next to the battlefield. Each
player then draws three objective cards and five power cards. There will be opportunities for players to draw additional
cards during a game.
Once a player has drawn their cards, they can use one
‘do‑over’. To do so:
•• First they discard all of their power cards, or all of
their objective cards, or all of their cards.

The player who chose the first game board is first to decide
whether to use a do-over. After they have decided not to
use a do-over, or after they have used their do-over, it is
then the other player’s turn to decide whether or not to
use a do-over.

•• Then they draw replacements for the cards they
discarded – an objective card for an objective card, and
a power card for a power card.
•• Then they shuffle the discarded cards back into their
respective decks.

DRAW

When a rule tells a player to draw a card, this
means that they take the top card from the
relevant deck. The cards a player has drawn
but has not yet played are referred to as their
hand, and are kept secret from their opponent.
A player’s hand can contain any number of
power cards, but never more than three objective
cards. If a player would draw a card, but the
relevant deck is empty, they cannot draw a card
– discarded cards are not shuffled back into
the deck.

DISCARD

When a player discards a card, they place it face
up in a pile next to that card’s matching deck, so
you will have an objective discard pile for your
objective cards and a power discard pile for your
power cards. Rules on cards in discard piles
have no effect on the game, unless they specify
otherwise. All players can look at the cards in any
discard pile.

BROKEN

Sometimes a rule will tell you to break an upgrade, or say that an upgrade is broken. This only affects upgrades that
have been given to a fighter, so an upgrade in your hand cannot be broken. When an upgrade is broken, it is placed
face up in the power discard pile of the player that owns that card.

5. PLACE THE FIGHTERS
The players roll off again. The player who wins picks a player. That player places one of their fighters in an empty
starting hex in their territory (pg 22-23). Then players take it in turns to place one fighter at a time in the same way,
until all of the fighters in the warbands have been placed. If either player runs out of fighters to place, the other player
continues placing fighters until all of the fighters have been placed.
A fighter on the battlefield is referred to as a surviving fighter.
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ACTION PHASE
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You’re now ready to battle! Each game is made up of three rounds, and each round is made up of an action phase
and an end phase.
At the start of each action phase, the players roll off. This happens before anything else that happens at the start of an
action phase. In the first round the player who finished placing all of the fighters in their warband first adds one to
their roll. The player who wins picks which player is first to take a turn in that action phase.

STEPS OF A TURN
A player’s turn has two major steps:

Each player’s turn also includes a number of
minor steps:

•• Activation step
•• Power step
In the activation step, the player takes an activation,
which will usually involve activating a fighter to make
an action such as a Move or Attack action. Note that
although most activations allow a fighter to make an
action, activations and actions are different things!
In the power step, both players can play power cards
and delve (pg 36-37). After the power step, it is the other
player’s turn. When both players have taken four turns,
the action phase is over, and the end phase begins.

•• Reaction steps
•• Inspire steps
•• Surge steps
These are called minor steps because often neither
player will do anything in these steps, and they will
pass without comment. Each minor step is described
elsewhere – the reaction step on pages 40-41, the
Inspire step on page 18, and the surge step on page 42.

This diagram describes when the steps occur during a player turn.

ACTIVATION STEP

This step can contain a number of additional reaction steps ( ) as described in the rules that follow.

REACTION STEP (

)
The activation step is followed by a reaction
step, then an Inspire step and then a surge step

INSPIRE STEP
SURGE STEP

POWER STEP

This step can contain a number of additional reaction steps ( ) as described in the rules that follow.

REACTION STEP (
The power step is followed by a reaction step,
then an Inspire step and then a surge step

INSPIRE STEP
SURGE STEP

)

ADDITIONAL REACTION STEPS

The activation step and power step can contain a number of reaction steps which are not pictured in the diagram opposite.
These steps occur after certain stages of the game, such as after a step in the combat sequence (pg 31) or after a power
card is played (pg 37). How to play these steps is described in more detail on pages 40-41, but in the rules that follow, the
reaction step symbol ( ) is used following a rule to show that after that rule is resolved, there is a reaction step.

ACTIVATION STEP

You will use most of your activation steps to activate
your fighters. When you activate a fighter they make an
action. Doing so uses one of your four activations for
the phase. All fighters can make the following actions:
•
•
•
•

Move (see below)
Attack (pg 30)
Guard (pg 34)
Charge (pg 35)

Other actions fighters can make may be found on
fighter and upgrade cards.

You can instead use an activation step to make a player
action. These don’t involve your fighters – instead, these
actions allow a player to do something. Doing so uses
one of your four activations for the phase. Players can
make the following actions:
• Draw a power card.
• Discard an objective card and then draw an
objective card.
• Pass (forfeit an activation).
I t can be easy to lose track of how many
activations you’ve taken in the heat of
battle! This is why each player has four
activation tokens. Each time you take an
activation, flip one of the tokens over.

MOVE ACTION
When one of your fighters makes a Move action, you move them into an adjacent empty hex a number of times up to
their Move characteristic. This is found on their fighter card. The move can be in any direction. A fighter that makes a
Move action cannot end their Move action in the hex they started the Move action in.
When a fighter completes a Move action,
give that fighter a Move token (see left).
Do this even if the fighter is not making
the Move action as an activation. A fighter
with one or more Move tokens cannot make a Move or
Charge action.
A fighter’s position on the battlefield sometimes changes
without them taking a Move action (e.g. when they are
pushed, see below) – when this happens, do not give that
fighter a Move token.

PUSH

When a rule tells you to push a fighter, push their
miniature into an adjacent empty hex the number of
times specified by the rule. Each push can be in any
direction unless specified otherwise. A fighter that is
pushed cannot end the push in the hex they started the
push in.

B

A

C

In this diagram, Dhoraz would need a Move characteristic
of at least 2 to move to hex A, at least 3 to move to hex B,
and at least 4 to move to hex C.

When a rule tells you to push a fighter (or token) ‘away’
or ‘further away’ from a hex, fighter, or token, it means
that each hex it is pushed into as part of that push
must be further from that hex, fighter or token than
the hex it just left. This distance is counted in hexes
by the shortest route, even if that means counting a
blocked hex.
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TOKENS AND COUNTERS

Some rules tell you to give a fighter a token. When you
give a fighter a token, place the relevant token next to
that fighter. That fighter is then said to have that token,
and whenever that fighter’s position on the battlefield
changes, their tokens go with them.
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Some rules tell you to remove a token or a counter. This
means that you take that token from next to the fighter,
or that counter from the card it is on. If the fighter or
card has none of the relevant token or counter, you
cannot remove it.

Some rules instead tell you to use a counter – they will
say to give it to a fighter or place it on a power card.
The most common of these are wound counters. To
give a fighter a counter, place it on their fighter card.
That fighter is then said to have that counter. These
rules may also name these counters – the names are
simply used to label the counters in the same way as
keywords (pg 21). The rules will explain how to use the
counters, or what significance they have. The reverse
of a wound counter can be used to represent any kind
of counter.

Move/Charge token

Guard/Stagger token

Generic counters

ATTACK ACTION
Most fighters have at least one Attack action on their fighter card. Fighters can gain additional Attack actions when
they are given an Attack action upgrade (pg 20), or in some cases when they are Inspired (pg 18). Fighters can even gain
temporary Attack actions from some gambits (pg 21). A fighter must have a target that is within range and visible (see
Line of Sight, opposite) to be able to make an Attack action. All Attack actions have the following information:
1

2

3

- Name. Some Attack actions have the spell symbol
( ) by their name. If they do then they are spell
Attack actions.
- Range characteristic. A fighter making an Attack
action can target a visible fighter (see opposite)
within a number of hexes equal to the Attack action’s
Range characteristic (so a Range 1 Attack action can
only target enemy fighters within 1 hex of the fighter
making the Attack action). The distance to the target
does not affect the Range characteristic (e.g. a Range
3 Attack action which targets an adjacent fighter is
still a Range 3 Attack action). Some cards may refer
to, for example, ‘Range 3+ Attack actions’: this means
all Attack actions with a Range characteristic of the
stated value and higher.
- Dice characteristic. This characteristic is a number
and a symbol. The number tells you how many attack
dice to roll when making the Attack action. The
more dice you roll for an Attack action, the greater
your chance of success. The symbol tells you which
symbol ( , or ) you need to roll on the attack
dice for a success. Spell Attack actions use magic dice
instead, and have different symbols you need to roll
for a success ( , or ). Spell Attack actions may
have a hyphen instead of a number – where this is the
case, roll a number of magic dice equal to the fighter’s
wizard level (pg 18).

- Damage characteristic. This tells you how much
damage the attacking fighter deals to the target if the
Attack action is successful.

4

- Some Attack actions have additional rules text, which
may refer to a number of common abilities, such
as Cleave and Knockback (pg 34) or may include
other rules that change how the Attack action works.
These rules only affect that Attack action, unless
specified otherwise.UPGRADE

5

1

CALTHIA XANDIRE
4

1 4

3

1

BROADSWORD

1

2

3

Blazing Purity
Reaction: After this
fighter is dealt damage
that will take her out of
action, choose one other
friendly fighter. Heal (2)
the chosen fighter.

2

One or more friendly
fighters
3 other than Taros
are out of action

PHANTOM FATHOMER
3
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Attack action

1

2

5

1

Grievous

2

This Attack action has +1 Dice for each upgrade the
target has.
For when someone needs bringing down to
solid ground.

291/308
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4
5

LINE OF SIGHT

Line of sight is used to determine which fighters are visible
to each fighter. It is usually used when checking if one fighter
can make an Attack action that targets another. Fighters have
line of sight in all directions – it doesn’t matter which way the
miniature is facing.
To check if a fighter has line of sight to a hex, draw a straight
imaginary line from the centre of the hex they are in to the
centre of the hex in question. If that line goes through or
touches one or more blocked hexes, or goes off the edge of the
battlefield, the fighter does not have line of sight to that hex.
Otherwise, they have line of sight to that hex, and anything in
that hex is visible to that fighter. Fighters and occupied hexes
do not block line of sight, and you can draw line of sight along
the edge of an incomplete hex (but not through one).

A

A
A

B
B

A

B
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A
A

In this diagram, Xandire has line of sight to all hexes
labelled A, but does not have line of sight to any of the hexes
labelled B.

COMBAT SEQUENCE
When you choose one of your fighters to make an Attack action, follow the sequence described here. This is called the
combat sequence. Once the sequence is complete, that action has been resolved. A fighter making an Attack action is
referred to as an attacker while that action is being resolved, and that fighter’s player is referred to as the attacking player.
1 - Declare Attack action: Pick an Attack action and a target.
You can only pick one Attack action (which will normally be
on the attacker’s fighter card or on an upgrade that fighter
has), and the target must be within the Attack action’s
Range and visible to the attacker. You cannot target a
friendly fighter. ( )
2 - Attack roll: Roll a number of attack dice equal to the Attack
action’s Dice characteristic (or magic dice if the Attack action
is a spell, see page 35). ( )
3 - Defence roll: The target’s player rolls a number of defence
dice equal to the target’s Defence characteristic. The target’s
Defence characteristic also shows which symbol ( or ) is
a success. ( )
4 - Determine success: Compare how many symbols you
both rolled:
•• If you rolled more than your opponent, this is called a
‘critical hit’. The Attack action succeeds. Go to step 5. ( )
•• If your opponent rolled more than you, this is called a
‘miss’. The Attack action fails. Skip to step 8. ( )
•• If you rolled the same number of symbols (including
if neither of you rolled any), check if the target is trapped
(see below), and then compare how many successes you
both rolled:
-- Trapped: The target is trapped if there is no empty hex
adjacent to the target which is further from the attacker.
If the target is trapped and you rolled one or more
successes (including symbols), add one success to the
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number of successes you rolled. A fighter that cannot be
pushed or cannot be driven back cannot be trapped.
If you rolled more successes than your opponent, and
you rolled at least one symbol, this is called a ‘critical
hit’. The Attack action succeeds. Go to step 5. ( )
If you rolled more successes than your opponent, but
you did not roll any symbols, this is called a ‘hit’. The
Attack action succeeds. Go to step 5. ( )
If you rolled the same number of successes as your
opponent, and you rolled at least one success, this is
called a ‘draw’. The Attack action fails. Skip to step 7. ( )
Otherwise, this is called a ‘miss’. The Attack action fails.
Skip to step 8. ( )

If a spell Attack action succeeds, it is cast – see page 35.
5 - Deal damage: The attacker deals damage to the target equal to
the Damage characteristic of the Attack action (see page 33). ( )
6 - Check if the target is taken out of action: If the target has
a number of wound counters that is equal to or greater than
their Wounds characteristic, they are taken out of action
(pg 33). If so, skip to step 8. ( )
7 - Drive back: If the target is not trapped, the target can be
driven back (pg 32). ( )
8 - End sequence: The Attack action ends. Note that fighters do
not gain a token for making an Attack action – a single fighter
can make multiple Attack actions in the same round. ( )

If, at the start of any of the steps 2-5, the target is no longer visible and/or within range, the Attack action fails – skip to step 8. ( )

DRIVEN BACK
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If the target of an Attack action can be driven back, the
attacking player can choose to push the target one hex.
This can be in any direction that takes the target further
away from the attacker. If the attacking player chooses
not to, the fighter is not driven back.

A

A
A

When Xandire drives Mannok back, Mannok can
be pushed into one of the three hexes labelled A in
this diagram.

SUPPORT
In combat, fighters rarely have the luxury of facing their foe one-on-one. Each fighter’s allies will try to help them and
hinder their enemies, and in Warhammer Underworlds this is represented by support.
•• The attacker receives support for each other friendly
fighter that is adjacent to their target.
•• The target receives support for each other friendly
fighter that is adjacent to the attacker.
•• A fighter who provides support in this way is said to
be supporting.

In this diagram, if Mannok (A) was attacking Xandire
(D), Krookgrin (B) would support Mannok and neither
Dhoraz (C) nor Stormrider (E) are in a position to
support Xandire, as they are not adjacent to Mannok.
This would give Mannok one supporting fighter, so he
would count rolls of as successes. If, on the other
hand, Krookgrin was attacking Xandire, Mannok
would support Krookgrin, but Dhoraz would support
Xandire. Again, Stormrider is not in a position to
support Xandire. Both the attacker and the target
have one supporting fighter, so each would count rolls
of as successes. Finally, if Stormrider was attacking
Krookgrin, Mannok is not in a position to support
Krookgrin, while both Xandire and Dhoraz are in
a position to support Stormrider. This would give
Stormrider two supporting fighters, so she would count
rolls of and as successes.

If a fighter has one supporting fighter, rolls of are
successes in their attack or defence roll. If a fighter has
two or more supporting fighters, rolls of and are
successes in their attack or defence roll.
Fighters cannot support an attacker making a spell
Attack action.

E
A
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DAMAGE
When a fighter is dealt damage, take a number of wound counters equal to the amount of damage dealt (which
will usually be the Damage characteristic of an Attack action that targeted them and succeeded) and give them to
that fighter by placing them on that fighter’s fighter card. ( ) Then check if that fighter has been taken out of action
(see below).
Sometimes you need to know who or what is considered
to have dealt damage to a fighter:
•• If an Attack action or an upgrade a fighter has deals
damage, the fighter is said to have dealt that damage
and, if relevant, to have taken that fighter out of action.
•• If a gambit spell (pg 37) or backlash (pg 35) deals
damage, the wizard that was casting the spell is said to
have dealt that damage and, if relevant, to have taken
that fighter out of action.
•• If another card deals damage, the warband of the
player who used that card is said to have dealt that
damage and, if relevant, to have taken that fighter out
of action.
•• If a lethal hex deals damage, the lethal hex is said
to have dealt that damage and, if relevant, to have
taken that fighter out of action. This is true even
when a fighter is pushed into a lethal hex during an
Attack action.

OUT OF ACTION

If a fighter has a number of wound counters equal to or
greater than their Wounds characteristic, that fighter is
taken out of action.
When a fighter is taken out of action, take them off the
battlefield and clear all of their tokens from the battlefield.
In addition, clear all counters from their fighter card and
from their upgrades. Note that these tokens and counters
are not said to have been removed (so, for example, the
fighter is not healed – see below). Do not break (pg 27) the
fighter’s upgrades. ( )
A fighter that is out of action plays no further part in the
game – they cannot be activated, they cannot become
Inspired, they cannot make actions, you cannot use any
actions or reactions on their upgrades and so on.

BOUNTY

When an enemy fighter is taken out of action, gain 1 glory
point. Glory points that you gain in this way are called a
bounty. If that enemy fighter had a Wounds characteristic
of 6 or more (including all modifiers), the bounty is worth
1 additional glory point.

VULNERABLE

A fighter who has a number of wound counters that is
one less than their Wounds characteristic (so they would
be taken out of action if they were dealt 1 damage) is
vulnerable. This has no inherent effect, but some cards
refer to this keyword.

HEAL

Some cards allow you to remove wound counters from a
fighter. This is known as healing. If a card tells you to heal
(X), where X is a number, that means that you remove that
number of wound counters from the fighter or fighters
described by the card (if they do not have enough wound
counters, simply remove all their wound counters). A
fighter is only said to have been healed if at least one
wound counter was removed from their fighter card.
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ATTACK ACTION KEYWORDS
CLEAVE

If an Attack action has the Cleave keyword, rolls of
cannot be successes in the defence roll.

ENSNARE

If an Attack action has the Ensnare keyword, rolls of
cannot be successes in the defence roll.

GRIEVOUS

If an Attack action has the Grievous keyword, on a
critical hit that Attack action has +1 Damage (see pg 38).

SCYTHING

When a fighter makes an Attack action with the Scything
keyword, the fighter makes that Attack action X times,
where X is the number of enemy fighters adjacent to that
fighter at the start of the action. Each of these Attack
actions must target a different adjacent enemy fighter.
If X is more than 1, the Attack action is resolved as a
superaction (see pg 35). The attacking player resolves the
Attack actions in whatever order they choose. Because
each Attack action is resolved separately, if there is a rule
in effect that affects the next Attack action, it will only
affect the first Attack action resolved in this way, not
the whole superaction. In addition, each Attack action
has its own reaction steps ( ) in the same way as other
Attack actions.

KNOCKBACK

If an Attack action has the Knockback X keyword,
where X is a number, in the drive back step the
attacking player can drive the target back a number
of additional hexes up to X. This means that if an
Attack action with Knockback 2 succeeds, the
attacking player can drive the target back one hex for
the successful Attack action (following the normal
combat sequence), and up to two further hexes for
the Knockback. The push must continue in the
same direction. If the attacking player cannot push
the target further in that direction, the target is not
pushed any further. If an Attack action has two or
more rules giving it Knockback, add the numbers
together for a combined total (e.g. if an Attack
action has two rules giving it Knockback 1, it has
Knockback 2).

STAGGER

If an Attack action has the Stagger keyword,
after that Attack action, if it succeeds, give the
target one Stagger token. This happens before
the reaction step after that Attack action. If
a card tells you to stagger a fighter, give that fighter one
Stagger token. When a fighter is given one or more Stagger
tokens, remove that fighter’s Guard tokens. A fighter with
one or more Stagger tokens is staggered: when that fighter
is the target of an Attack action, the attacker’s player can
re-roll one attack dice in the attack roll.

In this diagram, Xandire attacks Mannok with a
successful Attack action with Knockback 1. The
attacking player can choose one of three hexes to
drive Mannok into as a result of the successful Attack
action, and the arrows show how that movement can
continue as a result of Knockback.

GUARD ACTION
When one of your fighters makes a Guard action, give that fighter a Guard token: the Guard action is then complete.
When a fighter is given one or more Guard tokens, remove that fighter’s Stagger tokens.
A fighter with one or more Guard tokens is on Guard. A fighter who is on Guard counts both
their defence rolls, and cannot be driven back.
A fighter with one or more Guard tokens cannot make a Guard action.

and
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CHARGE ACTION
When your fighter makes a Charge action, first remove any Guard tokens that fighter has (see opposite). They then
make a Move action ( ), then an Attack action.
You must follow all of the rules for Move and Attack
actions (pg 29-31), with the exception that you give the
fighter a Charge token (rather than a Move token) after
the Move action. Do this even if the fighter is not making
the Charge action as an activation. If any of the conditions
for making those actions cannot be met, the fighter
cannot make a Charge action. Once you have followed the
rules for those actions, the Charge action is complete.
A fighter with one or more Charge tokens cannot
be activated.

SUPERACTIONS

A superaction is a special kind of action that
combines two or more actions in one. The most
common of these is the Charge superaction. When
you activate a fighter to make a superaction it only
requires a single activation. Each action within
a superaction follows the rules for an action of
that type (so an Attack action within a Charge
superaction follows the rules for Attack actions).
There is a reaction step ( ) after each action within a
superaction – see page 40.

SPELLS
Spells in Warhammer Underworlds come in three forms:
1 - As gambit cards, as described on page 21.
Gambit spells can only be played when there is a friendly
wizard on the battlefield – that is, a fighter with on
their fighter card. Each time you play a gambit spell, you
must choose a friendly wizard to attempt to cast it as
described below.
2 - On fighter cards and upgrade cards as actions or reactions
that your fighter can make.
A wizard with a spell action can attempt to cast it as
described below.
3 - On fighter cards and upgrade cards as Attack actions.
A fighter can make a Spell Attack action in the same way
as other Attack actions, though see right for details on how
these spells are cast.

CASTING SPELLS

Spells have a casting value. This will be a number of channel
( ), focus ( ) or critical success ( ) symbols. The casting
value for a gambit spell will be denoted by, for example,
Gambit Spell ( ) or Gambit Spell (
). The casting
value for a spell action on a fighter card or upgrade card will be
denoted by, for example, Spell Action ( ).
When you attempt to cast the spell you must roll the magic
dice – this is called the casting roll. The number of magic dice
you roll is equal to the wizard level of the wizard casting the
spell. ( ) If there are two or more in the casting roll, the
wizard suffers backlash: they are dealt 1 damage (pg 33), as
the magical forces they are channelling threaten to overwhelm
them. If this damage takes the wizard out of action, the spell

fails. If they survive, or if the wizard does not suffer backlash,
compare the casting value to the result of the casting roll. If
the casting roll includes a matching symbol for each symbol in
the casting value, the spell has been cast: this means that you
can resolve it. Each symbol in the casting roll can be used to
match a symbol of any kind in the casting value. If you do not
roll enough matching symbols, the spell fails (and in the case of
a gambit it is discarded).
For example, if a level 2 wizard was attempting to cast a Gambit
Spell (
), that fighter’s player would roll two magic dice.
If the result of the roll is
,
or
, the spell is cast
(although with the
result this will only be true if the
wizard survives the damage from backlash!). On any other
result the spell is not cast.
Some spells require you to choose one or more fighters,
cards, spells, objective tokens or hexes. If, when you would
resolve the spell, you cannot (e.g. because there are no enemy
fighters within a certain number of hexes) the spell fails. In
addition, if a spell requires you to choose a fighter or fighters,
the caster must have line of sight (pg 31) to the fighter or
fighters you choose (the caster is considered to have line of
sight to themselves). If they do not, they cannot attempt to cast
that spell (and in the case of a gambit spell, you cannot play
that card).
Unlike other spells, spell Attack actions do not have a casting
value – a spell Attack action is cast if the Attack action
succeeds, and otherwise it is not cast and it fails (see Attack
actions on page 30 for more detail on making spell Attack
actions). If you roll two or more in the attack roll when
a wizard makes a spell Attack action, that wizard suffers
backlash. If this damage takes the wizard out of action, the
spell (and the Attack action) fails.
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POWER STEP
The best-laid plans in Warhammer Underworlds rarely survive contact with the enemy. This section of the rules
explains how gambit cards and upgrade cards can be used to disrupt your opponent’s plans, or carry out your own.
After a player’s activation step, it is time for that player’s
power step. Players alternate playing a power card, delving
a feature token or passing (saying “pass”), starting with
the player whose turn is next. (If this is the last turn in a
round, start with the player whose turn would be next if
there was another turn.) Any number of power cards can
be played in each power step, but once both players pass in
succession, the power step ends and the next turn begins.
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PLAY A POWER CARD
To play a power card, a player simply reveals the card
from their hand they wish to play. The player then follows
the directions on the card if it is a gambit, or gives the
upgrade to a friendly fighter if it is an upgrade card. More
detail is found in the sections that follow.
A player can only play a power card if they can follow
all of the directions on that card. For example, if a card
instructs you to choose two friendly fighters, and you
only have one surviving friendly fighter, you cannot play
that card. For another example, if a card instructs you to
remove a fighter’s Guard tokens, and that fighter has no
Guard tokens, you cannot play that card.
Some power cards describe an additional condition that
must be met before they can be played (reactions are the
most common of these, and are described on pages 4041). A player can only play these power cards when that
condition is met.

DELVE

In place of playing a power card, a player can instead
delve by flipping one feature token, if a friendly fighter
is on that feature token. Each player can only delve each
feature token once in each power step.
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In this diagram, Xandire has just made a Move action
that puts her adjacent to Torka. With that activation
step finished, it is time for Xandire’s player’s power
step. Torka’s player is first to decide whether to play
a power card, delve or pass. They reveal and play the
Swampspill card that allows them to re-roll one attack
dice in their chosen fighter’s Attack actions until the
end of the phase. It’s time for Xandire’s player to
decide whether or not to play a power card. They have
an Advance as One card in their hand, but they don’t
want to play it just yet and they have no fighters on
feature tokens, so they pass. It’s time for Torka’s player
to decide whether or not to play a power card or delve
again, and with no more gambits in their hand, a
fighter benefiting from the defensive boost their gloom
hex token is giving them, and no glory points for
upgrades (see over the page), they pass. Both players
have passed in succession, so Xandire’s player’s power
step ends and it is Torka’s player’s turn.

SEQUENCING

If a player has two or more abilities that would resolve at the same time (e.g. at the beginning of the action phase)
they choose in which order they are resolved.
If two players have abilities that would resolve at the same time, and these rules do not specify otherwise, they roll
off (pg 25). The winner chooses who resolves an ability first, then the other player resolves an ability. They keep
resolving abilities in the same order until all abilities they wish to resolve have been resolved. Some abilities are
optional (they use the word ‘can’) – a player can choose not to resolve such an ability, but if they do so they cannot
resolve any further optional abilities at this time.

GAMBIT CARDS

Gambit cards are held in a player’s hand until they are
played. They are either ploys or spells.
When you play a ploy card, reveal it. ( ) Then follow the
text on the card. Once you have done so, the card is said
to be resolved, and you discard it. ( ) When you play a
gambit spell card, reveal it. ( ) Then you must choose a
wizard to attempt to cast the spell and make a casting roll
(pg 35). ( ) If the spell is cast, follow the text on the card.
Once you have done so, or if the spell fails, the card is said
to be resolved, and you discard it. ( )
Some gambit cards refer to the next event of some kind
– the next activation, Attack action, or so on. Instead of
discarding these cards immediately, leave these gambit
cards face up in front of you once you have played them.
There is a reaction step ( ) once you have played them.
They will remain there until the end of the next activation,
or until the end of the round, or until you apply their
effects: whichever comes first. Once that point is reached,
any remaining unresolved face-up gambit cards of this
type are discarded with no effect.

PERSIST

Some gambit cards say that they persist – these cards
have an ongoing effect. Instead of discarding these cards
immediately, leave these cards face up in front of you once
you have played them. There is still a reaction step
( ) once you have played them. They are not discarded
until they specify that they are, or another card specifies
that they are. If a card that persists specifies more than
one event that it persists until, it persists until the first of
those (e.g. if a card said ‘this persists until the next Attack
action, or until the end of the round’, it would persist until
the first of these events occurs).

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS

Some gambit cards allow you to make additional actions
with your fighters. These additional actions do not cost
you an activation, and a fighter that makes an additional
action in this way is not activated.
These cards either specify a particular action or actions
(e.g. ‘Reaction: Play this after you give a fighter an
upgrade in an action phase. They can make a Move
or Attack action.’) or they allow a fighter to make an
unspecified action (e.g. ‘Choose a fighter. They can make
an action.’).
When a gambit specifies a particular action or actions,
a fighter can make those actions even if the rules of the
game would normally not allow it. For example, if a
gambit says that a fighter can make a Move action, they
can do so even if they have a Move token.

When a gambit allows a fighter to make an action, but
does not specify which action, the fighter cannot make an
action that would not normally be allowed by the rules
of the game. For example, a fighter with a Move token
could not make a Move or Charge action, as the rules
forbid a fighter with a Move token from making a Move or
Charge action.

UPGRADE CARDS

Upgrade cards are held in a player’s hand until they
are played. They are used to give permanent boosts to a
player’s fighters.
To play an upgrade card, a player reveals that card. ( )
The player then spends one of their unspent glory points
by flipping it over to its spent side. Once they have done
so, they declare which friendly fighter they are giving
the upgrade to (following any restrictions, see page 20),
and place it adjacent to that fighter’s fighter card. ( ) The
fighter has that upgrade for the rest of the game. A fighter
can be given more than one upgrade. A fighter cannot be
given an upgrade if they are not on the battlefield or are
out of action (though they keep any upgrades they have
when they are taken out of action).

Unspent/spent glory point token
If a fighter has an upgrade that includes a modifier, that
modifier applies to that fighter (pg 38). If a fighter has an
upgrade that includes an action, that fighter can make
that action when activated or when granted an action
of that type or an unspecified action. If it includes a
reaction, it will state when that reaction can be used. An
upgrade that includes an Attack action is called an Attack
action upgrade.
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MODIFIERS
Various effects in Warhammer Underworlds change the values printed on cards or the dice you roll. These are
called modifiers.

MODIFYING
CHARACTERISTICS

Modifiers are cumulative, so if a single characteristic
or roll has more than one modifier applied to it, apply
them all. Apply modifiers that multiply or divide before
modifiers that add or subtract, even if the modifiers that
multiply or divide are on cards played after those with
modifiers that add or subtract.
Characteristics cannot be reduced below 1, with the
exception of Move, which cannot be reduced below 0.
When a modifier changes a characteristic, that
characteristic is said to be the modified value. For
example, a fighter with a Move characteristic of 3 is given
the Heroic End upgrade. Heroic End gives that fighter
+1 Move (amongst other things), so that fighter’s Move
characteristic is increased by 1, to 4. If they also had
Raptor’s Eye (+1 Move), their Move characteristic would
be increased again to 5. In another example, if a fighter
with Heroic End was affected by a card that doubled
their Move characteristic, you would double the Move
characteristic printed on the fighter’s fighter card, then
add 1 for Heroic End.
Numerical modifiers that affect the Dice and Defence
characteristics change the number of dice you roll in an
attack or defence roll. For example, +1 Dice means that
you would increase the number of an Attack action’s Dice
characteristic by 1 (and therefore roll an extra dice for that
Attack action).

SETTING
CHARACTERISTICS

Some modifiers set a characteristic at a particular value,
rather than modifying an existing value. For example,
a card might set a fighter’s Move characteristic at 1 for
the next activation. Apply these modifiers before any
others. For example, if a fighter has an upgrade that
sets their Move characteristic to 5, and also has an
upgrade that gives them +1 Move, you would set their
Move characteristic to 5 and then add 1, for a Move
characteristic of 6.
If two of these modifiers affect the same characteristic or
roll (e.g. a fighter’s Move characteristic is set to 1 by one
card and to 3 by another card), whichever of those rules
came into effect last is the value used, for as long as that
rule is in effect (or until another card is played that sets
the value).

For example, if a fighter has an upgrade that sets their
Move characteristic to 5 and a player plays a ploy that sets
all Move characteristics to 1 for the next activation, the
ploy takes precedence: that fighter’s Move characteristic
is 1 for the next activation, and then it reverts to 5 when
the ploy is no longer in effect. If the upgrade was played
after the ploy, the fighter’s Move characteristic would be 5
(regardless of the ploy).
Modifiers may set the symbol of a Dice or Defence
characteristic. For example, a ploy that makes the next
Attack action have a characteristic means that rolls
of (rather than the symbol on the Attack action) are
successes for the attack roll of that Attack action.

MODIFIERS
AND RE-ROLLS

Dice roll modifiers also apply to any re-rolls of those dice
(pg 25). For example, when rolling to see who chooses
the first player to take an activation in the first round, the
player who finished placing their fighters first adds one
to their roll. If this roll is re-rolled, they add one to that
re-roll (and any subsequent re-rolls) as well.

INNATE SYMBOLS

Innate symbols can appear on fighter cards, on
upgrade cards, and on gambit cards – for example,
innate ( ) or innate ( ). These symbols are
modifiers and are added to attack rolls, defence rolls
and casting rolls. For example, if a fighter has innate
, when you make an attack roll for that fighter you
add one symbol to whatever else you have rolled.
Unlike other modifiers, these success symbols do not
stack – no matter how many of these innate symbols
a fighter has, you can only apply one to their roll. For
example, if a fighter had innate (
), you would
choose to add either or to the attack roll when
they make an Attack action, and if a fighter had
innate ( ) from two or more sources, you would
only add a single to the casting roll when the
fighter attempts to cast a spell. If you have to choose
between two or more innate symbols, you must do so
before making the roll.

SCATTER
Some cards or actions have the keyword scatter X on them, where X is a number. Scatter is used to represent the
sometimes random nature of direction in the confusing underworlds. When you resolve a card or action with Scatter X
you will create a random chain of adjacent hexes that determines how you resolve the card or action.
The card or action will tell you which hex to scatter from
– this hex is called the ‘origin hex’. To scatter from the
origin hex, place the scatter token on the battlefield. You
can choose how the token is oriented and which hex you
place it in. ( ) Then roll a number of attack dice equal
to the Scatter number (so for Scatter 1 you would roll
one dice, for Scatter 2 you would roll two dice, etc.). The
symbols on the attack dice correspond to directions on
the scatter token, so each of the dice rolled indicates a
direction you can use to create the chain (see below).You
cannot change the orientation of the scatter token once
you have rolled the dice.
When the chain is complete, remove the scatter token
from the battlefield. The card or action you are resolving
will tell you how to use this chain, or what happens in the
hexes through which the chain passes or in the end hex.
If the chain would extend off the edge of the battlefield,

it ends in the last hex it extends into. A chain that ends
in this way is described as interrupted. If the chain has
not extended beyond the origin hex, no chain is created,
which usually means the card or action will have no effect.
For example, if a card said ‘Scatter 3 from this fighter’s
hex. Any fighter in the end hex is dealt 1 damage.’ you
would place the scatter token on the battlefield, choosing
its orientation when doing so. You would then roll three
attack dice, choose the order in which to use them and
place them in a chain as indicated by the directions on the
scatter token. The effect of the card would cause 1 damage
on any fighter in the last hex in the chain (the end hex). In
the example shown below, two and one
were rolled.
After the player creates a chain using the three results in
whichever order they choose, any fighter in the end hex
is damaged.

CREATING THE CHAIN
Roll

Roll

Roll

Scatter token

Second hex in
the chain

Third hex in
the chain (the
end hex in
this example)

First hex in
the chain
Origin hex
1. Choose one of the dice you rolled
and place it in the hex adjacent
to the origin hex in the direction
indicated by that dice. This is the
first hex in the chain. Note that the
scatter token’s orientation is fixed –
you cannot change it once you have
rolled the dice.

2. Then choose another of the dice
(if there is more than one) and place
it in the hex adjacent to the previous
hex in the chain in the direction
indicated by that second dice. Note
that the scatter token’s orientation is
still the same.

3. Repeat this process for any
remaining dice. The chain may
loop back into the same hex more
than once, or even into the origin
hex, but each hex in the chain will
be adjacent to at least one other hex
in the chain. The last hex that you
place a dice in is the ‘end hex’ in
the chain.
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REACTIONS
Each reaction step in a game of Warhammer Underworlds gives you the chance to use a single reaction. You can use the reaction on a
fighter card, an upgrade card (only one given to a surviving fighter, unless it specifies otherwise), or a gambit card in your hand in a reaction
step if the situation described on the card matches what is happening in the game – it does not cost you an activation to do so, and you do
not need to wait for the power step. Note that some reactions are spells – to use these you must still cast them as described on page 35.
Each reaction describes a reaction step ( ) in which it can be used,
and may also list one or more conditions that must be met in that
reaction step. When this situation arises you can use the reaction
by declaring that you will do so and, in the case of a gambit,
revealing the card from your hand. ( ) Then resolve the reaction as
described on the card, and if it was a gambit discard the card. ( )
Then play continues from the point where it was interrupted.

The following diagrams show you each of the reaction steps – the
opportunities in which players will be able to use reactions.
Each symbol represents a reaction step, and you will find these
throughout this rulebook indicating where there is a reaction step.

REACTION STEPS DURING AN ATTACK ACTION
1. Declare
Attack Action

3. Defence roll

2. Attack roll

5. Deal damage

4. Determine success

7. Drive back

6. Check if the target is
taken out of action

8. End
sequence

REACTION STEPS WHEN A FIGHTER IS DEALT DAMAGE
These reaction steps exist each time a fighter is dealt damage, for any reason (though most commonly after steps 5 and 6
of an Attack action). If a fighter is dealt damage at any other time during an action or when a power card is played, these
reaction steps occur before that action or card is considered to be resolved, and before any other reaction steps.

REACTION STEPS ...
... AFTER AN ACTION

C h arge A ct ion

The end of the final action in an activation step and the
end of that activation step are simultaneous, and they
share the same reaction step.

Action

Move action
Attack action

These examples use Charge actions to show how these
reaction steps work for superactions.

... WHEN A SPELL ACTION (OTHER
THAN AN ATTACK ACTION) IS MADE
Spell action
Spell activation
is declared
is resolved
Casting roll

... AFTER AN ACTIVATION STEP
Activation step begins
Action, activation step ends

... WHEN A POWER CARD IS PLAYED
Power card is revealed

C h arge A ct ion
Activation
step begins

Power card is resolved
Attack action,
activation step ends

Move action

G a mbit S pell
Gambit spell
is revealed
Casting roll

Gambit spell
is resolved

ON HOLD

Often, a player will be able to make a reaction during an
action or when a power card is played, before that action
or power card is resolved. When this happens, the game
is put on hold until the reaction has been resolved. Once
it has been resolved, you then finish resolving the action,
gambit or effect that was interrupted.
If the reaction has made this impossible (e.g. if a fighter’s
position has changed so that they are no longer in range
to complete an Attack action), the action, gambit or effect
ends without being resolved any further.
If a reaction happens during a fighter’s action, that fighter
is still considered to have made that action, even if you are
unable to finish resolving that action. For example, if a
reaction made during a Charge action prevents that action
being resolved, the fighter making that Charge action still
gets a Charge token.

ONE REACTION PER
REACTION STEP

In some situations more than one reaction could be used
in the same reaction step – most often this will be after
an action or activation step. However, only one reaction
can be played in each reaction step. In each reaction step,
the player whose turn is next takes precedence. If they
play a reaction, the other player cannot play a reaction in
that reaction step. If the player whose turn is next does
not wish to play a reaction, they say “pass”, and the other
player can play a reaction.
For example, if both players had a reaction that could be
used after an Attack action, the player whose turn came
next would decide whether or not to use their reaction.
If they use it, the other player cannot use their reaction.
If they decide not to use it, saying “pass”, the other player
can then decide whether or not to use their own reaction.
When there is no player whose turn would come next,
because you are playing the last turn in an action phase,
the player whose turn would be next if there were an
additional turn takes precedence.
Some reactions may share a reaction step even if their
conditions are different: for example, a reaction that can
be played after an Attack action and a reaction that can be
played after an Attack action that fails – in both cases the
reaction step is after an Attack action.

AFTER AN ACTION/
ACTIVATION STEP

Many reactions use the reaction steps that occur after
an action or after an activation step. These reaction steps
are often the same, as the end of a fighter’s or player’s
last action in an activation step is simultaneous with
the end of that activation step. This means that players

cannot use an ‘after an action’ reaction to the last action
in an activation step and then an ‘after an activation step’
reaction – they must pick one or the other.

REACTING TO A
REACTION

Reaction steps can occur when a reaction is revealed and/
or resolved, before play continues. When this happens,
rather than precedence going to the player whose turn
would be next, precedence instead goes to the opponent of
the last player to use a reaction.
For example, a player plays a reaction after an Attack
action that allows one of their fighters to make a Move
action. Both players have a reaction that can be used after
a fighter makes a Move action, but the player who did not
play the first reaction has precedence. If they decide not to
use their reaction, saying “pass”, the other player will be
able to use theirs.

FIGHTER
1
CALTHIA XCARD
ANDIRE REACTION

1 4

3

BROADSWORD

1

3

Blazing Purity
Reaction: After this
UPGRADE
fighter is dealt damage
that will take her out of
action, choose one other
friendly fighter. Heal (2)
the chosen fighter.

2

One or more friendly

Xandire
has other
a reaction
ability. After she is dealt
fighters
than Taros
arethat
out ofwill
action
damage
take her out of action, you can Heal
(2) another friendly fighter.
© GW 2021

UPGRADE REACTION
GAMBIT • PLOY
UNFALTERING
STRIDE

Reaction: After this fighter’s activation, push
this fighter 1 hex.
With their purpose fixed firmly in their minds,

If you give
of Xandire’s
the
theone
Stormcast
EternalsTruthseekers
will not be diverted
Unfaltering Stride upgrade,
it
allows
that
fighter to
or delayed.
react to their own activation and be pushed one hex.
RESTRICTED:
32/308
PLOY
REACTION
X
,D
,
© GW 2021

ANDIRE
HORAZ
STORMRIDER

SHATTERING BLOW
Reaction: Play this after a friendly fighter’s
successful Range 1 Attack action. Pick one of
the target’s upgrades. Break that card.
‘Nice shield.’

Shattering Blow is a ploy reaction that can be played
after a friendly fighter has made a successful Range 1
or Range 2 Attack action. When it is played, you can
180/308
pick one
of the target’s upgrades, which is then broken.
© GW 2021
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END PHASE
Once both players have taken all of their turns, the end phase begins.
In the end phase, you can score objective cards, upgrade
your fighters, discard cards and replenish your hand.
Take it in turns to run through the following sequence;
the player who took the first turn in the action phase runs
through this sequence first, then their opponent does so.
1 - Check your objective cards, and if you have met the
conditions on any of them you may score that objective
card. To score an objective card, reveal that card and
collect the number of glory points specified on that
card. Place the card revealed this way face up in your
scored objectives pile, adjacent to your objective card
deck. Repeat this step for any further objective cards
you wish to score.
2 - You can discard any of your remaining objective cards.
3 - You can play any upgrade cards, as described on
page 37.

4 - You can discard any of your remaining power cards.
5 - If you have fewer than three objective cards in your
hand, draw objective cards until you have three in
your hand, or your objective deck is empty (whichever
happens first).
6 - If you have fewer than five power cards in your hand,
draw power cards until you have five in your hand, or
your power deck is empty (whichever happens first).
Note that players cannot use gambits in the end phase,
and there are no reaction steps, Inspire steps or surge
steps in the end phase.
Once both players have followed this sequence, clear
all Move, Charge, Guard and Stagger tokens from
the battlefield (these tokens are not said to have been
removed). Flip your activation tokens over – a new round
then begins.

OBJECTIVE CARD TYPES
SURGE OBJECTIVE CARDS

HYBRID OBJECTIVE CARDS

Most objective cards are scored in the end phase as
described above. However, some objective cards are
scored ‘immediately’ after an event – for example after
an action or gambit – as long as the conditions on the
objective card are met. These objective cards are called
surge objective cards, and have the surge keyword.
When the condition on a surge objective card is met,
the player reveals that card. They will score that card in
the next surge step.

Some objective cards have two different conditions
on them (separated by the word ‘or’), either of which
allow you to score the objective card. These objective
cards are called hybrid objective cards, and have the
hybrid keyword. When you satisfy either or both of
the conditions on the objective card you can score that
objective card. Hybrid objective cards may also be surge
objective cards.

When a player scores a surge objective card, that player
immediately draws another objective card. Note that
you cannot score any surge objective cards drawn this
way until the next surge step – you cannot draw and
immediately score a surge objective card, even if the
conditions on the card have been met. In addition, you
cannot score surge objective cards in the end phase.
SURGE STEP
A surge step follows each activation (pg 28) and each
power step (pg 36). Starting with the player who last
took an activation, each player scores each of their
revealed surge objectives.

DUAL OBJECTIVE CARDS

Some objective cards have two different conditions on
them (separated by the word ‘and’), both of which you
must satisfy to score the objective card. These objective
cards are called dual objective cards, and have the dual
keyword. When you satisfy both of the conditions on
the objective card you can score that objective card.
Dual objective cards may also be surge objective cards.

PLAY ON
ROUNDS 2 AND 3
Round 2 works in the same way as round 1 – simply return to page 28 and play through another action phase and
another end phase.
The action phase of round 3 works in the same way as rounds 1 and 2. However, when you get to the end phase of round
3, each player only plays the first step of the end phase, scoring any objective cards whose conditions have been met in
the same way as in the other end phases. You do not discard cards, play upgrade cards or draw cards. The third round
then ends, and then the game ends.

VICTORY

At the end of the game, whichever player has the highest
number of glory points (whether they are spent or
unspent) is the winner. If the players have the same
number of points, but only one player has one or more
surviving fighters, that player wins. If each player has one
or more surviving fighters, whoever is holding the highest
number of objectives wins. If there is still a tie, the game
is a draw.

NO ENEMIES
IN SIGHT

It may seem strange that if your fighters take the
other warband entirely out of action, you don’t
automatically win the game (though odds are that
you will do). This means that you cannot afford to
take your eyes off the objective cards!
This also means that if a warband is taken entirely
out of action in round 1 or 2, you still need to
play the remaining phases so that neither player is
prevented from scoring objective cards.
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MULTIPLAYER GAMES
If you have access to two Core Sets, you can play Warhammer Underworlds with three or four players. For the
most part you will follow all of the rules for a two-player game, but there are some significant changes which are
detailed here.

PLACE THE BOARDS

The players roll off. Whoever loses (see below) chooses a
game board and a side of that game board to use. This can
be any board from their collection. The remaining players
roll off again, and the loser chooses a game board and
side next, then places it adjacent to the first board and in
one of the positions shown here. If there are two players
left, they roll off again and the player who scores lowest
does the same, placing their board adjacent to at least
one of the boards already placed, in one of the positions
shown here. Then the final player does so. The resulting
battlefield will look like one of these examples.

NO ROOM FOR
YOUR BOARD?

Note that when you place your game board, you can
first rotate the game boards that have already been
placed (though you must keep them in the same
position relative to each other). This means you can
place your own game board exactly where you want
it to be. Once all game boards are placed, players may
wish to switch places so that their own game board is
within easy reach.

© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
© Games Workshop Limited 2021. All rights reserved.
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ROLL-OFFS IN MULTIPLAYER GAMES
When the rules tell you to roll off, each player takes any
combination of four attack or defence dice and rolls
them. Then they compare the results:

In a multiplayer game, you may need to establish the
loser of a roll-off. In this case, when you compare
the results:

• If one player rolls more symbols than any other
players, that player has won.

• The loser is the player who has rolled fewer
symbols than any other player. The other players win.

• Otherwise, if one player rolls more symbols than
any other players, that player has won.

• If there is a tie, the tied player who has rolled fewer
symbols than any other tied player loses. The other
players win.

• Otherwise, if one player rolls more symbols than
any other players, that player has won.
• If there is still no winner, start the roll-off again.

• If there is still a tie, the tied player who has rolled
fewer symbols than any other tied player loses. The
other players win.
• If there is still a tie, the tied players should roll off
again. The other players win.

ORDER OF PLAY

In a multiplayer game of Warhammer Underworlds, when determining the order of play (whose turn it is to do
something), the next player to have a turn is the player to the left of the player whose turn it is.

PLACE FEATURE
TOKENS

A three or four player game of Warhammer Underworlds
uses up to thirteen feature tokens which all show a gloom
hex on one side. On nine of the feature tokens, the other
side has a number from 1-9, and on the other feature
tokens the other side also shows a gloom hex.
If you are playing a three-player game, take the tokens
numbered 1-7 and put the other numbered tokens back in
the box. If you are playing a four-player game, use all the
numbered tokens. Shuffle the numbered tokens with the
gloom side face up. Deal three to the player that chose the
first game board, and two to each other player. Keeping the
numbered sides hidden from their opponents, the players
take it in turns to place the feature tokens on the battlefield,
starting with the player that chose the first game board and
following the order of play. When a player does so, they
must place the token with the gloom hex side up in any
hex on the battlefield, with the following exceptions: they
cannot place it in a starting hex, a blocked hex, a lethal hex,
a cover hex or an edge hex (pg 23), or within two hexes of
another token. If a token cannot be placed because of the
above exceptions, it can be placed in an edge hex. Once
all tokens have been placed, leave them with the gloom
hex side face up. Each player may then add one of the
remaining feature tokens (the ones with a gloom hex on
both sides) to the battlefield in the same way, starting with
the player that chose the first game board and following the
order of play, with the exception that these feature tokens
may be placed within 1 hex of other feature tokens.

OBJECTIVE CARDS

Some objective cards work differently in multiplayer
games. When this is the case, they will have one or
more of the following symbols:
3
4

This symbol is used for cards that work
differently in all multiplayer games.

3

This symbol is used for cards that work
differently in three-player games.

4

This symbol is used for cards that work
differently in four-player games.

Each symbol is followed by italic text that replaces the
italic text in the objective card’s condition, modifying
the condition depending on how many players are in
the game. In this example, in a game with three or
four players, you score the objective in an end phase if
four or more enemy fighters are out of action, rather
than if two or more enemy fighters are out of action.

OBJECTIVE

DRAW CARDS

The player who chose the first game board is first to decide
whether to use a do-over. After they have decided not to
use a do-over, or after they have used their do-over, the
next player decides whether to use a do-over, and so on in
order of play.

PATH OF ORDER
Dual: Score this in an end phase if:
Your warband holds two or more objectives
And: Two or more enemy fighters are out of action.

PLACE THE FIGHTERS
The players roll off, and whoever wins chooses who places
a fighter first. That player places one of their fighters
in one of the starting hexes on their game board. Then
players take it in turns in order of play to place one
fighter at a time in the same way, until all of the fighters
in the warbands have been placed. If any player runs out
of fighters to place, the other players continue placing
fighters until all of the fighters have been placed.

3
4

Four or more

This is how the Mortal Realms will be won.
132/308
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ACTION PHASE
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At the start of the action phase, the players roll off. The
player who finished placing their warband first adds one
to this roll in round 1. Whoever wins decides which
player is first to take a turn in that action phase.
Players take it in turns to take a turn, starting with the
player chosen as described above and proceeding in order
of play from there.

GAME SEQUENCE

The number of turns each player takes in a round is
determined by the number of players:
If you are playing a three-player game, each player takes
three turns in each round.
If you are playing a four-player game, each player takes
four turns in each round.

SUPPORTING FIGHTERS

When working out who is supporting a fighter in a
multiplayer game, the rules work exactly the same. In
effect, you will ignore all fighters from warbands that
are neither attacking nor the target of the attack. In
this diagram, Mannok (A) can attack three enemies.
When resolving an Attack action against Taros (D),
Krookgrin (B) supports Mannok, but Stormrider
(C) and Dhoraz (E) are from different warbands and
do not support Taros. Similarly, when resolving an
Attack action against Stormrider or Dhoraz, Mannok
doesn’t have to worry about the other enemy fighters,
as they are from different warbands.

B
D
C

A
E

BOUNTY

When a fighter is taken out of action, only the player
whose warband took them out of action gains a bounty.
If a fighter is taken out of action by damage not caused by
a warband, for example by a lethal hex, no player gains
a bounty. A player cannot gain a bounty for taking their
own fighter out of action.

POWER STEP

After a player’s activation step, it is time for that player’s
power step. In a three- or four-player game the only
players that take part in a player’s power step are that
player and the player who is next in order of play (if this is
the last turn in the round, include the player whose turn
would be next if there was another turn). Those players
alternate playing a power card, delving a feature token
or passing (saying “pass”), starting with the player whose
turn is next. (If this is the last turn in a round, start with
the player whose turn would be next if there was another
turn.) Any number of power cards can be played in each
power step, but once both players pass in succession, the
power step ends and the next turn begins.

SEQUENCING

If two or more players have abilities that would
resolve at the same time, they roll off. The winner
resolves an ability first, then the loser of the roll-off
resolves an ability. If there are three or four players
with abilities that would resolve at the same time,
the losers roll off again until a first, second and third
loser are established, and they resolve one ability
each in that order. They keep resolving abilities in the
same order until all abilities they wish to resolve have
been resolved.

ONE REACTION PER
REACTION STEP

In some situations more than one reaction could be used
in the same reaction step – most often this will be after
an action or activation step. However, only one reaction
can be played in each reaction step. In each reaction step,
the player whose turn is next takes precedence. If they
play a reaction, the other players cannot play a reaction
in that reaction step. If the player whose turn is next does
not wish to play a reaction, they say “pass”, and the other
players can play a reaction or pass in order of play.
When there is no player whose turn would come next,
because you are playing the last turn in an action phase,
the player whose turn would be next if there were an
additional turn takes precedence, and order of play
continues from there.

REACTING TO
A REACTION

Reaction steps can occur when a reaction is revealed and/
or resolved, before play continues. When this happens,
rather than precedence going to the player whose turn
would be next, precedence instead goes to the next player
in order of play from the last player to use a reaction.
For example, a player plays a reaction after an Attack
action that allows one of their fighters to make a Move
action. Two players have a reaction that can be used after
a fighter makes a Move action, but the player who did not
play the first reaction has precedence. If they decide not to
use their reaction, saying “pass”, the other player will be
able to use theirs.

END PHASE

The players take it in turns to follow the sequence of the
end phase (pg 42) in order of play, starting with the player
who took the first activation this round.

ROUND 2
GAME SEQUENCE

If you are playing a three-player game, play this round in
the same way as round 1.
If you are playing a four-player game, skip this round.

ROUND 3

The action phase of round 3 works in the same way as
round 1. However, when you get to the end phase of round
3, each player only plays the first step of the end phase,
scoring any objective cards whose conditions have been
met in the same way as in the other end phases. You do
not discard cards, play upgrade cards or draw cards. The
third round then ends, and then the game ends.

VICTORY

Whichever player has the highest number of glory points
at the end of round 3 is the winner. If two or more players
are tied for the highest number of points, the winner is
the tied player with surviving fighters. If there are still
surviving fighters from more than one of these warbands,
whichever tied player is holding the highest number of
objectives at the end of the game wins. If there is still a tie,
the game is a draw between those players, and the other
players lose the game.
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GLOSSARY
Ability: Any rule found on a fighter card
48

or power card (including keywords such
as Cleave).

Break (pg 27): The act of putting an upgrade
card that has been given to a fighter into a
discard pile face up.

Action (pg 29): Something a fighter can do
when activated. There are common actions
(like Charge or Guard) and actions on fighter
and upgrade cards.

Cannot: A term used to establish rules
priority. Where there is a conflict between two
rules, if one of them says ‘cannot’, that rule
takes precedence.

Action phase (pg 28): The first phase in each
round, during which fighters are moved and
attack one another, and players attempt to
score objective cards. Each game has three
action phases.

Cast (pg 35): A term used with regard to
spells. A spell is cast when a casting roll
equals or beats the casting value of the spell
and the caster survives any backlash. Spell
Attack actions are cast if the Attack action
is successful.

Activation step (pg 29): Part of a player’s turn
in the action phase, during which they can
make an action with a fighter, draw a power
card, discard and draw an objective card,
or pass.
Adjacent: A term used to describe two hexes
that are next to each other. Things in adjacent
hexes are adjacent to each other. A thing is
never adjacent to itself. When a rule on a fighter
or upgrade card refers to adjacent fighters,
adjacency is established relative to that fighter,
unless stated otherwise.
Attack action (pg 30): An action a fighter
can make to attempt to damage one or more
enemy fighters.
Attack action upgrade: An upgrade that
includes one or more Attack actions.
Attack dice: Dice used to make Attack actions.
Magic dice are not attack dice, even when used
to make a spell Attack action.

Caster: A fighter who is casting a spell.
Casting roll: The dice roll made by a player
when one of their wizards attempts to cast
a spell.
Casting value: The value that a player must
equal or beat to cast a spell.
Chain: The chain of hexes created when an
ability scatters.
Charge action (pg 35): A superaction that lets
you make a Move action followed by an Attack
action with a single fighter. A fighter that makes
a Charge action is given a Charge token, instead
of a Move token, after the Move action.
Charge token: A token that indicates that a
fighter cannot be activated.
Check if the target is taken out of action (pg
31): Step 6 in the combat sequence.

Attack roll (pg 31): The dice roll made by a
player when one of their fighters makes an
Attack action. Step 2 in the combat sequence.

Choose: A rules term relating to the selection
of fighters. Similar words, such as ‘pick’, do not
mean the same as ‘choose’.

Attacker: A fighter making an Attack action.

Cleave: An Attack action keyword. If an Attack
action is noted as having Cleave, rolls of
cannot be successes in the defence roll.

Attacking player: A player whose fighter is
making an Attack action.
Battlefield (pg 22): The area defined by the
game boards placed at the start of each game.
Incomplete hexes are not part of the battlefield.
Backlash (pg 35): Damage dealt to a wizard
attempting to cast a spell when there are two or
more in the casting roll.
Beast: A type of fighter denoted by a talons
symbol ( ) before their name. A beast cannot
be given Attack action upgrades or bound spell
upgrades, and cannot hold objectives.
Blocked hex (pg 22): A hex defined by a
thick white border. Fighters cannot stand in,
move through or draw line of sight through
blocked hexes.
Bounty (pg 33): In a two-player game, each
time an enemy fighter is taken out of action,
you score a bounty of one glory point, or two if
the target had 6+ Wounds. In a three- or fourplayer game, each time your warband takes an
enemy fighter out of action, you score a bounty.

Combat sequence (pg 31): The sequence
followed whenever a fighter makes an
Attack action.
Completed hex: A hex on the battlefield that
is created when two or more game boards are
pushed together.
Counter (pg 30): Used by certain cards, and
represented by the reverse side of wound
counters. The card may name the counter.
Cover hex (pg 23): A hex defined by a dashed
white border. Rolls of
are successes in a
fighter’s defence roll if they are in a cover hex.
Critical hit (pg 31): Scored when you roll one
or more
for an Attack action, and the Attack
action is successful. Some Attack actions
have an ability that takes effect if a critical hit
is scored when making that Attack action.
Where this is the case, the Attack action will
specify this.
Critical success: A roll of
is always a success.

on any dice. A

Damage (characteristic) (pg 30): An Attack
action characteristic. When an Attack action
is successful, the target fighter is dealt that
amount of damage.
Deal damage (pg 31): Step 5 in the combat
sequence. If something deals damage to a
fighter, give that fighter a number of wound
counters equal to the damage dealt.
Deck: A set of cards used by a player. Each
player has two decks – the power deck and the
objective deck. These are individually shuffled
at the start of the game and kept face down next
to the battlefield. Cards are drawn from the top
of the decks. When a deck is empty, a player
cannot draw any more cards of that type.
Declare Attack action (pg 31): Step 1 in the
combat sequence.
Defence (characteristic) (pg 17): A fighter
characteristic, found on the fighter card and
consisting of a number and a symbol. The
number tells you how many dice to roll when
they are the target of an Attack action, and the
symbol ( or ) tells you what you need to
roll for a success. A is always a success.
Defence dice: Dice used to make defence rolls.
Defence roll (pg 31): The dice roll made by
a player when one of their fighters is the
target of an Attack action. Step 3 in the
combat sequence.
Delve (pg 36): In place of playing a power card
in the power step, a player can delve a feature
token in the same hex as a friendly fighter. To
do so, they flip that feature token.
Determine success (pg 31): Step 4 in the
combat sequence.
Dice (characteristic) (pg 30): An Attack action
characteristic, consisting of a number and
a symbol. When a player makes an Attack
action, they roll a number of attack dice equal
to the number of that Attack action’s Dice
characteristic. The symbol ( , or ) tells
you what you need to roll for a success. Spell
Attack actions use magic dice with different
success symbols ( , or ). A is always
a success.
Discard (pg 27): The act of putting a card face
up into a discard pile.
Discard piles: The locations where discarded
cards are placed. Each player has two – the
power discard pile and the objective discard
pile. Cards in a discard pile are face up and
have no effect on the game, unless they
specify otherwise.
Do-over (pg 27): An opportunity for a player to
discard and redraw cards. Players can use one
do-over at the start of a game if they don’t like
their initial hand.
Draw: A term used to describe a player taking
the top card from the relevant deck and adding
it to their hand.

Drive back (pg 31): Step 7 in the
combat sequence.
Driven back (pg 32): A push that may result
from an Attack action. A fighter that is driven
back is pushed 1 hex away from the attacker.
Dual objective card (pg 42): An objective card
that has two conditions, both of which must be
met for it to be scored.
Edge hex (pg 23): An outermost hex on
the battlefield.
Empty hex (pg 23): A hex that does not contain
a fighter and is not blocked.
End hex: The last hex in the chain created when
an ability scatters.
End phase (pg 42): Each game has three end
phases. In the first two end phases objective
cards are scored, upgrades are played and cards
are discarded and drawn. In the third end
phase objective cards are scored and the game
then ends.
End sequence (pg 31): Step 8 in the
combat sequence.
Enemy fighter: A fighter in any
opponent’s warband.
Enemy player: An opponent.
Enemy territory: Any opponent’s territory (the
hexes on their game boards).
Enemy warband: An opponent’s warband.
Ensnare: An Attack action keyword. If an
Attack action is noted as having Ensnare, rolls
of cannot be successes in the defence roll.
Fails (Attack action): A term denoting an
Attack action that is unsuccessful. An Attack
action that fails doesn’t cause damage.
Feature token: A double-sided token, one side
of which is numbered. With the numbered side
face up, this is an objective token. With the
other side face up, this is a gloom hex token.
These tokens do not block movement or line
of sight.
Fighter: A member of a warband. Each fighter
is represented by a miniature and a fighter card.
When a rule refers to ‘a fighter’ or ‘fighters’
without specifying ‘friendly’ or ‘enemy’, it
refers to both.
Fighter action: An action taken by a fighter (as
opposed to a player).
Flying (pg 18): A type of fighter denoted by a
wings symbol ( ) before their name. When
making a Move action, a flying fighter cannot
be dealt damage by lethal hexes and can move
through blocked and occupied hexes.
Friendly fighter: A fighter in your warband.

Gambit card (pg 21, 37): A type of power
card. Gambit cards are either ploys or gambit
spells. Most gambit cards are played in the
power step, though some specify an additional
condition that must be met before they can be
played. Some gambit cards are reactions, and
can be played as described by the condition on
the card.
Gambit spell (pg 21): A gambit card that is
a spell. Gambit spells can only be used when
there is a friendly wizard on the battlefield.
Each time you play a gambit spell, you must
choose a friendly wizard to attempt to cast it.
Give: A rules term relating to tokens. A fighter
given a token is said to have that token.
Gloom hex token (pg 26): A token placed on
the battlefield. A hex which contains a gloom
hex token is a cover hex. This token does not
block movement or line of sight.
Glory point: A token that represents a
warband’s success. You gain glory points
when you gain a bounty and when you meet
the conditions of an objective card. You can
spend a glory point in the power step or the end
phase to give an upgrade to one of your fighters
– when you do so, flip the glory point over to
show that it has been spent. At the end of the
game, whoever has the most glory points (both
spent and unspent) wins.
Grand Alliance (pg 19): Each warband belongs
to one of the four Grand Alliances: Order,
Chaos, Death or Destruction, and can use cards
that bear the symbol of that Grand Alliance.
Grievous (pg 34): An Attack action keyword.
When an Attack action that has the Grievous
keyword results in a critical hit, it deals
+1 Damage.
Guard action (pg 34): An action a fighter can
make when activated. When they do so, give
them a Guard token. A fighter with one or more
Guard tokens cannot make a Guard action.
Guard token: A token indicating that a fighter
is on Guard. Rolls of and are both
successes for defence rolls for a fighter with one
or more Guard tokens. In addition, they cannot
be driven back. If a fighter with one or more
Stagger tokens is given a Guard token, remove
that fighter’s Stagger token(s). If a fighter with
one or more Guard tokens makes a Charge
action, remove their Guard token(s).
Hand: The objective cards and power cards a
player has drawn but not yet played or scored.
A hand should be held or placed so that other
players cannot see what cards are in it. A hand
cannot include more than three objective cards,
but can include any number of power cards.
Heal (pg 33): A keyword. Some cards direct
you to heal (X) one or more fighters, where X
is a number. Remove that number of wound
counters from the fighter(s) affected. A fighter
is only healed if you remove at least one wound
counter from them.
Hex: A space on the battlefield, used to
determine where fighters, obstacles and
objective tokens are, and the distance
between them.

Hybrid objective card (pg 42): An objective
card that has two conditions, either of which
can be met for it to be scored.
Incomplete hex (pg 22): A partial hex at the
edge of the battlefield. Incomplete hexes are not
part of the battlefield or the game.
Innate (pg 38): A symbol on a card that adds a
success to a dice roll. Only one innate symbol
can apply to each dice roll.
Inspire step (pg 18): An Inspire step follows
each activation step and each power step. In
each Inspire step, starting with the player who
last took an activation, each player Inspires
each of their fighters whose Inspire condition
has been met.
Inspired (pg 18): The state of a fighter whose
Inspire condition – found on their fighter
card – has been met. When a fighter is Inspired
their fighter card is turned over to reveal their
Inspired characteristics. An Inspired fighter
remains Inspired for the rest of the game.
Keyword (pg 21): A word in bold text that
either refers to a rule in this book (e.g. Cleave)
or labels a card (e.g. Illusion) for the purposes
of interactions with other cards.
Knockback (pg 34): An Attack action keyword.
The target of a successful Attack action noted as
having Knockback X, where X is a number, can
be driven back a number of additional hexes
equal to X.
Leader: A type of fighter. A warband’s leader
is denoted by a crown symbol ( ) on their
fighter card.
Lethal hex (pg 23): A hex defined by a red
border. When a fighter moves, is pushed, driven
back or placed into a lethal hex the fighter is
dealt 1 damage.
Line of sight (pg 31): A term used to define
visibility. Line of sight is drawn from the centre
of a fighter’s hex to the centre of any other hex.
If the line touches or goes through a blocked
hex or goes off the edge of the battlefield, there
is no line of sight. Otherwise, the fighter has
line of sight to that hex.
Magic dice: Dice used to make casting rolls,
and attack rolls for spell Attack actions.
Modifier (pg 38): An alteration of a
characteristic or dice roll.
Move (characteristic): A fighter characteristic,
found on the fighter card. The Move
characteristic tells you how many hexes
that fighter can move when they make a
Move action.
Move action (pg 29): An action a fighter can
make when activated to move into an adjacent
hex up to a number of times equal to their
Move characteristic.
Move token: A token indicating that a fighter
cannot make a Move or Charge action.
No one’s territory: Any hexes completed
by the placement of the game boards are no
one’s territory.
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Objective card (pg 20, 42): A type of card.
When the condition described on an objective
card is met, the player can score that card. They
gain the number of glory points indicated on
the card.
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Objective deck (pg 19): One of a player’s
two decks, made up of 12 or more unique
objective cards.
Objective token (pg 26): A token placed on the
battlefield. The number on the token identifies
it for the purpose of scoring objective cards.
This token does not block movement or line
of sight.
Occupied hex (pg 23): A hex with a fighter in it.
Origin hex: The hex from which a chain is
created when an ability scatters. It is not part of
the chain.
Out of action (pg 33): The state of a fighter
who is not on the battlefield. If a fighter has a
number of wound counters that is equal to or
greater than their Wounds characteristic, they
are taken out of action, and their model is taken
off the battlefield.
Pass action: A player action in which they
forfeit an activation.
Persists (pg 37): A keyword. Some gambit
cards say that they persist – these cards have
an ongoing effect. Leave these cards face up in
front of you. They are not discarded until they
or another card specifies that they are.
Place: A rules term. When placed, fighters,
feature tokens, lethal hex tokens and scatter
tokens must be positioned in a hex.
Player action: An action taken by a player (as
opposed to by a fighter).
Ploy card (pg 21): A type of gambit card,
identified by a dagger symbol.
Power card (pg 20-21): A type of card. Power
cards can be upgrade cards or gambit cards.
Power deck (pg 19): One of a player’s two decks,
made up of 20 or more unique power cards,
with no more than half being gambit cards.
Power step (pg 36-37): Part of a player’s turn
in the action phase. A power step follows
each activation step, and gives players the
opportunity to play power cards.
Push (pg 29): A rules term. A pushed fighter
is pushed the number of hexes specified
by the rule, in any direction (unless
specified otherwise).
Range (characteristic) (pg 30): An Attack
action characteristic, which tells you how far
that Attack action can reach in hexes.
Re-roll (pg 25): A rules term. When a rule
tells you to re-roll a dice, roll it again. If you
are told to re-roll a dice roll that involved
multiple dice, roll all of them again unless
specified otherwise.

Reaction (pg 40-41): An ability, found on a
fighter card, upgrade card or gambit card, that
describes a condition that must be met for it to
be used in a reaction step.
Reaction step (pg 40): An opportunity to use
a single reaction. Only one player may use a
reaction in each reaction step.
Remove (pg 30): A rules term relating to tokens
and counters.
Roll-off (pg 25): A rules term. Roll-offs are
used to randomly determine a player for
various purposes.
Round: One third of a game. Each round
includes an action phase and an end phase.
Scatter (pg 39): A keyword. When resolving
scatter, a player creates a random chain of
adjacent hexes using the scatter token and
applies the effect described by the card
or action.
Scything (pg 34): An Attack action keyword. If
an Attack action is noted as having Scything,
when that Attack action is made it is made
against each adjacent enemy fighter.
Spell (pg 35): A type of ability, found on gambit
cards, fighter cards and upgrade cards. Spells
must be cast by a wizard on the battlefield for
them to be resolved.
Spell Attack action (pg 35): An Attack action
that is also a spell. Only wizards can use these
Attack actions.
Stagger (pg 34): An Attack action keyword.
After a successful Attack action that has the
Stagger keyword, give the target one Stagger
token. Some cards may also tell you to stagger a
fighter: give that fighter a Stagger token.
Stagger token (pg 34): If a fighter is given a
Stagger token, remove that fighter’s Guard
token(s). A fighter with a one or more Stagger
tokens in Staggered. You can re-roll one attack
dice in an Attack action’s attack roll if the target
is Staggered.
Starting hex: A type of hex, identified by the
Warhammer Underworlds symbol.
Success: A rules term. Various symbols on the
dice are considered successes in attack rolls,
defence rolls and casting rolls.
Succeeds (Attack action) (pg 31): A rules term.
An Attack action that succeeds deals damage.
Superaction (pg 35): An action made up of two
or more actions.
Support (pg 32): A rules term. Friendly fighters
adjacent to enemy fighters who are either
making an Attack action or are the target of a
friendly fighter’s Attack action provide support.
A fighter with support has a greater chance
of success.
Supporting fighter: A fighter who is
providing support.

Surge objective card (pg 42): An objective card
that you reveal when you meet its condition and
score in a surge step during the action phase.
Surge step (pg 42): A surge step follows each
activation step and each power step. Starting
with the player who last took an activation,
each player scores each of their revealed
surge objectives.
Surviving: The state of a fighter who is on
the battlefield.
Target: A rules term. A fighter that is the target
of an Attack action is a target.
Territory: A division of the battlefield. A
player’s territory is made up of all the hexes on
their game board.
Trait (pg 18): Some fighters have one or more
traits, indicated by icons on their fighter card.
There are four traits: beast ( ), flying ( ),
leader ( ) and wizard ( ).
Trapped (pg 31): A rules term. When
determining the success of an Attack action,
if the target is not adjacent to any empty hexes
that are further from the attacker than the
target, the target is trapped.
Un-Inspired (pg 18): The state of a fighter
whose Inspire condition – found on their
fighter card – has not yet been met, or who has
been un-Inspired by an ability.
Upgrade card (pg 20, 37): A type of power
card. A player can play an upgrade card in the
power step or end phase by spending a glory
point and giving the upgrade card to an eligible
fighter. The fighter has that upgrade for the rest
of the game.
Visible (pg 31): A rules term. If a fighter has
line of sight to a hex, everything in that hex is
visible to that fighter.
Vulnerable (pg 33): A fighter is vulnerable if
one more point of damage would take them out
of action.
Warband (pg 16): A specific set of fighters
identified by a unique symbol on their fighter
cards. Each warband has access to unique
objective and power cards.
Wizard: A type of fighter. A wizard is denoted
by a wand symbol ( ) on their fighter card.
The number next to a wizard’s wand symbol
on their fighter card is their wizard level
characteristic, sometimes used to determine
how many dice you roll when they attempt to
cast a spell.
Wounds (characteristic): A fighter
characteristic, found on the fighter card. The
higher this number is, the more damage a
fighter can be dealt before they are taken out
of action.
Wound counter: A counter that represents the
damage dealt to fighters.
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Hall of Sublimation

REFERENCE
ROUND SEQUENCE

STEPS OF A TURN

ACTION PHASE (PG 28)
1 - Roll-off to determine player order
2 - Resolve any ‘Start of the action phase’ abilities
3 - Play the following sequence four times:
••First player’s turn
••Second player’s turn

ACTIVATION STEP
REACTION STEP (

END PHASE (PG 42)
First player, then second player do the following:
1 - Score objective cards
2 - Discard objective cards
3 - Play upgrade cards
4 - Discard power cards
5 - Draw objective cards
6 - Draw power cards

)

INSPIRE STEP
SURGE STEP

POWER STEP

ACTIVATION OPTIONS

REACTION STEP (

••
••
••
••

Make a Move action with a fighter.
Make a Charge action with a fighter.
Make a Guard action with a fighter.
Make an action printed on a fighter card or upgrade (such
as an Attack action) with a fighter.
•• Draw a power card.
•• Discard an objective card and draw an objective card.
•• Pass (forfeit an activation).

)

INSPIRE STEP
SURGE STEP

COMBAT SEQUENCE
1 - Declare Attack action
(choose an Attack
action and a target)
2 - Attack roll
3 - Defence roll
4 - Determine success
(compare your successes
to your opponent’s)

✗ No successes

✓ A success
Critical success

attack defence
roll
roll

✗

Any

✓

✓✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓✓
✓

fails

8 - End sequence
Draw – Attack action

✓✓

✓

Miss – Attack action

fails

No
✓
✓

✗
✓
✓✓

Is the target trapped?

7 - Drive back

They are not

Yes
Hit – Attack action
succeeds
Critical hit instead
if attacker rolled
one or more

6 - Check if the target
is taken out
of action
5 - Deal damage

They are

